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The genus Frogonus Looss,1899 (Syn. :Genarches Looss,1902;
Genarchops1s Ozaki,1925) as noted by Srivastava (1933) differs
from Derogenes only 1n that the ceca unite posteriorly.
The "Genarches ml\lleri II and "Gena.rchea 1nf1rmus" ot
Linton (IID (1940) are very doubtful memeers of the
genus Frogonus. In the former the ends of the ceca were
not mentioned or figured, while 1n Gena.rches 1nfirmus the
ceca end blindly. The description of a cirrus sac encloe1ng
both prostatio gland and seminal vesicle 1n G-1nf1rmus
is doubtless an error and that species appears to belong to
Derogenee.

HEMIURIDAE

Syncoeliinae?
Derogenet1nae

PROGONUS Looss,1899
Synonym: Genarchee Looss,1902
small, with elongated,flattened, narrowed at b9th ends,
bpdy. Spckers well developed, skin smooth. Esophagus almost

lacking. Genital pore at hind edge of pharynx. Genital sinus
short,pars prostatica and seminal vesicle not greatly elongated,
the latter not reaching behind ventral sucker. Testes and ovary
globular. Vitellaria likewise simple, compact, and not divided,
on each side of ovary. Egge 56 µ long. Stomach dwellers. Type
species P.mulleri (ll.evinsen) •
Modified d1agno•1s by Srivastava (1933): Small distomes
with elongated,flattened or cylindrical body tapering at both
ends; suckers strongly developed; skin entire. Prepharyn.x present,
esophagus absent, ceca continuous into each other at t eh de d
of body. Genital pore near the hind end of the pharynx or behind
the intestinal bifurcation; genital sinus is formeJ by the union
of the male and t'emale ducts and opens on a genital papilla; para
proetatica and the seminal ve•1cle not strikingly elongated and
the latter does not reach the acetabulum. 'l'estes and ovary simple,
rounded or oval. Vitellaria consist of two glands whi ch may be
lobed or compact,lying one on either side close behind the ovary.
'l'he uterine convolutions may or may not. stretch back up to the hind
end of vitellaria. Excretory system as typical of the subfamily
1.e.Y-shaped with the carnua uniting dorsal to the oral sucker
or pharynx. Parasitic 1n the intestine ana stomach of fresh-water
and marine 1:·ishes.
Srivastava considers Genarchopais Ozaki,1925 a synonym
of Progonus.
He gives the 1'ollow1ng key to species.
Uterus extends behind the shell gland mass
reaching up to the posterior part of
vi tellaria .......••..••••....••....••.•.......•••.•• 1
Uterus does not extend posteriorly up to the v1tellar1a ..•.• 2
Genital pore at hind end of pharynx .•.•..... P.mulleri
Genital pore a n t ;J:e ce ind the
intestinal oifurcation .••••••••••.••••.• P.ovocaudatum
Uterine coils confined to intercecal space .••• P.goppo
Uterine coils not confined to intercecal
space but extending to body wall on
either side ..•......••••••••••••••••••.• pisicola

HEMIURIDAE
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Progonus muller!
(Lsvinsen,1881) Loose
From Odhner 1905:
Length 1.3 to 2. Width 0.37 to 0.4
Oral sucker 0.15 to 0.18
ven~ral sucker 0.32 to 0.4
Ceca unite.
Short esophagus
Pharynx 0.085,globular
Genital pore med1an,beh1nd pharynx. Genital papilla
or cone as in Derogenes. No cirrus sac. Small
seminal vesicle with muscular walls.
Testes round, not exactly at same level.
Vitellaria spherical, not lobed, a little smaller
then the other glands.
Seminal recep~acle present.
Laurer's canal without outer opening.
Uterus extends backward then toward. Egge thin shelled,
54 to oO by 25 to 29 µ.
'l'estes preovarian. U;t.erus partly post-ovarian
Hosts: Cottus scorpius
Gadue morrhua [.ovak
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Artediellus unrinatus, stomach, (1/5),
Hamilton Inlet Bank (n4°N., 55°W.; depth 176m).
Glyptocephalus cynoglossus, stomach. (l/6),
Banquereau (4./rN., 57 ~W.; depth 180m).
Hippoglossoides platessoides, stomach, (1/13),
Banquereau (45°N., 57°W.; depth 180 m).
Lepidion eques, stomach, (1/1 ),
St. Pierre Bank (-16°N., 57°W.; depth 340 m).
Limanda ferruginea, stomach, {5/5),
Sable Island Bank (43°N., 61 °\V.; depth 92m).
(44°N., 61 °W.; depth unknown).
Grand Bank (46°N., 51 °W.; depth 180 m).
Lophiw; ameriranus. stomach, (1/2),
Rt. Pierre Bank (46°N., 57°W.; depth 192 m).
Lumpenus lampretaeformis, stomach, (3/6),
Hamilton Inlet Bank (54°N., 54°W.; depth 188 m).
Grand Bank (47 °N., 52°W.; depth 172 and 168m).
Lyrodes retfrulatus, stomach, (2/3),
Grand Bank (47°N., 48°W.; depth 172m).
(47°N., 52°W.; depth unknown).
Lycodes vahli, stomach, (3/7),
Grand Bank (48°N., 50°W.; depth 168 m).
(47°N ., 52°W.; depth 172 m).
(46°N., fWW.; depth 80m).
JI yoxocephalus scorpius, stomach, (2/2),
Green Bank (45°N., 55°W.; depth 82 and 88 m).
Rr,inhardtius hippog/ossoidn, Rtomach, (1/4),
Hamilton Inlet Bank (54°N .. 54°W.; depth 192 m).

Triglops murrayi, stomach, (6/12),
Grand Bank (47°N. , 48°W.; depth 172 m).
(49°N., 51 °W.; depth 188m).
(47 °N., 52°W.; depth 168 m).
Banquereau (45°N., 57°W.; depth unknown).
f'rophycis tenuis, stomach, (l/2),
Rt. Pierre Bank (46°N. , 57°W.; depth 192m).
Although there are no previous records of this parasite in eastern Canadian
waters it has been recorded in the nearby areas of west Greenland (Levinsen 1881,
Brinkmann 1975) and Massachusetts (Linton 1940). Its distribution also includes the
northeast Atlantic Ocean, the Arctic Ocean and the north Pacific Ocean. It is
probably more common than at present appreciated as it is, as Brinkmann (1975)
points out, easily confm;ed with Dnogenes varirus. Brinkmann tabulates a.n
admirable summary of the points of difference between the two species, of which the
cyclocoel and the thin-shelled eggs of P. muelleri are probably the most readily
recognized.
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Progonus ovocauCatum Srivaatava,1933
1.5 to 2.3 by 0.5 to 0.8
Oral sucker 0.048 to 0.64
Ventral sucker 0.096 to 0.12 in middle of body
Genital pore median just behind intestinal bifurcation.
Small contractile genital papjlla.
Excretory sys~em as ln other species.
rharynx O. 01 in diameter. No esophagus. Ce ca unite 1n front
of vltellaria.
Testes somewhat trlangular,partly extracecal,sllahtly asymmetrical,
in middle of post-acetabular po~tion. Seminal vesicle a
curved tube lying in two turns to right of m1dl1ne.
Ovary close behind left testis. Shell gland complex median, behind
ovary, just in front of intestinal arc.
Laurer's canal present. Seminal receptacle absent.
Uterµs well developed, extending posteriorly between vitelline
glands to posterior end of body.
Eggs numerous, golden yellow, 37 by 17 µ, with a small polar
filament at p1nd end.
Vitellaria compact, symmetrical, 1n posterior end and behind
intestinal anastomosis.
Host: Ophiocephalus punctatus
intestine
Locality; Allahabad

HEMIURIDAE

Progonus p1s1cola Srivaetava,1933
Size 3.3 to 3.4 oy 1.12. Uniformly borad anterior to
acetabulum, tapering posteriorly.
Oral sucker 0.33 to 0.34
ventral sucker 0.66 to 0.68 posterior to midbody.
Pharynx 0.12 to 0.14. No esophagus. Ceca unite posteriorly.
Excretory vesicle Y-shaped, crura un1te dorsal to pharynx.
Genital pore sinistral or median, at level of pharynx.
Genital cone present.
Testes extracecal, slightly oblique,shortly behirul ventral eucke
Seminal vesicle free in parenchyma well anterior to ventral
sucker.
Ovary intracecal behind right testis.
Vitellaria asymmetrical, post-ovarian, compact, unlobed.
Laurerts present. Seminal receptacle absent.
Uterus does not extend posteriorly beyond shell gland
corn:)lex.
Egge goleen yellow, 48 by 15 µ bearing a polar filament
0.04 mm. in length.
Hosts; Ophiocephalus punctatus.
stomach
Locality: Allahabad
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HosT:

Subfamily Lecithasterinae
Ma
Proleritha obesa, n. gen., n. sp. (Figs. 6-7)
nt ~r,
hounclfish or needldlsh ( Beloniclae).
19 61

NUMBER:

3

intestine.
U. S. Nat. l\Ius. Heln,inth. Coll. No. 39448.
DESCRIPTION: (based on 3 specimens, 1 without eggs; 2 with few eggs):
Body smooth, spindle-shaped, cylindrical, widest at acetabular level near
midbody, tapering toward eaeh end almost to a point; ecsoma lacking; length
0.684 to 0.944; width 0.368 to 0.435. Oral sucker OJ 00 to 0.114, acetabulum
0.268 to 0.288; suckC'r ratio 1 : 2.5 to 2.6. Fore body 0.301 to 0.455, or almost
½ body length. Pharynx 0.064 to 0.072 long by 0.064 wide; esophagus very
short; ceca wide, with deep constriction near middle of forebody, extending
to near posterior end of body where one or both bend inward to meet the other
but not fusing. Testes large, m,ually longer than wide, slightly diagonal to
symmetrieal, overlapping acetabulum, either one or both may be dorsal to
aeetabulum. Seminal vesicle an elongate sac, immediately preacetabular,
narrowing to become a tube, pars prostatica, surrounded by well developed
prostatic gland fom1ing- spherical mass of cells free in parenchyma. Sinus
sac lacking. Genital atrium more or less spherical, with very thick muscular
walls forming sucker-like structure (Fig. 7) which may be partially protruded. Ovary deeply trilobed with lobes directed more or less anteriorly,
near posterior end of body. Vitellaria preovarian, consisting of 7 rounded,
separated lobes, side by side between ovary and testes, usually 3 ventral and
4 dori;al vitellaria, overlapping testes. Uterus entirely preovarian; eggs in
ea1·ly stages of development; most mature ones 8 to 13 by 8 to 10 microns.
Excretory vesicle with very short median stem, forking at level of posterior
ends of ceca .
LOCATION:

HoLOTYPE:

..JANUARY,

1961]

HELMINTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

73

D1scuss10.x: This genus is a member of the Lecithasterinae because of
its smooth body, lack of eci;orna, and 7-partite vitellaria. It is most like
Apo1iiirns and Lecithopl1yllitm whic:h possess rounded separated vitellaria.
However, it is clearly distinctive in that the vitellaria are anterior to the
·ovary. In no other hemiurid are the vitellaria entirely preovarian, ·· hence the
name prolecitha. It differs from Apon.u rus and Lecithopliyll11m also in its
large, muscular genital ati·ium and lobed ovary.
DIAGNOSIS OF PROLECITH.A: Leeithasterine with 7 rounded, preovarian
vitelline lobes; ovary trilobed; testes preovarian; genital atrium forming a
protrusible, very muscular, suc'.ker-like structure. Type species: P. obesa,
from marine fishes (Belonidae) in Fiji.
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Dichadena obesa (Manter, 1961) n. comb.
SYNONYMS: Prolecitha obesa Manter, 1961;
new synonymy. Prolecitha bewni Nagaty and
Abdel Aal, 1962; new synonymy.
HosTS AND LOCALITIES: One adult specimen
from Tylosurus leiurus (Bleeker) ?; needlefish;
Belonidae; New Caledonia. One immature
specimen in muscles of Pranesus capricomi8
Woodland, 1961; Atherinidae; hardyhead;
Heron Isl., Australia.
LOCATION OF ADULT: Intestine.
DISCUSSION: The immature specimen was
collected by Dr. J. C. Pearson at Heron Island
in 1963. It reveals characters w~ich led me
to restudy paratypes of Prolecitha obesa from
Fiji. The most outstanding of the characters
was the union of the two ceca to fmm a cyclocoel at or near the level of the ovary. The
ends of the ceca are obscured by eggs or by
the ovary in most of the Fijian specimens but
one shows such union clearly. A seminal receptacle is present.
Siddiqi and Cable (1960) showed that in
Dichadena Linton, 1910, the ceca unite dorsal to the ovary. The vitellaria are preovarian,
the ovary lobed, and a seminal receptacle is
present. These characters also occur in Prolecitha Manter, 1961, which now does not seem
to deserve generic rank and is considered a
synonym of Dichadena Linton, 1910.
Dichadena obesa differs from D. acuta Linton, 1910, in its much shorter hindbody, much
shorter pars prostatica, preacetabular seminal
vesicle, and smaller eggs. The figure of Prolecitha beloni from Belone strongylurus (
Tylosurus strongylurus (Van Hasselt)) in the
Red Sea suggests a cyclocoel. What the authors interpreted as excretory arms were probably the uniting ceca. The ovary is four-lobed
in the New Caledonian and Australian specimens and a 4th lobe is present in at least one
of the Fijian specimens. The other characters
which supposedly separate P. beloni from P.
obesa are individual variations seen in Fijian
specimens. Thus, P. bel011i should be considered a synonym of Dichadena obesa. The
single specimen from New Caledonia shows
the seminal vesicle bent once, with both parts
inflated with sperm cells. The pars prostatica
is actually a short tubular prostatic vesicle
surrounded by conspicuous prostatic cells.
Cable and Nahhas ( 1963) described the
cercaria of Dichadena acuta developing in the
snail Zebrina browniana D'Orbigny in the
Caribbean. The occurrence of immature D.
obesa in the muscles of the hardyhead indicates
that such fishes may serve either as intermediate or as paratenic hosts.
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Hemiuridae

(fig. 3)
B~scri:,tion ba,rd on whc..,le m<1unt of 1in2le !-pec,men fm111
Btloru stronJ!yfurui locally called ·· Kherm ·•. lfody smootb
elongate. ovoid. ,mail 0. 81 long ind 0. 27 wide, widest at 1cetah.
afar region 0.30. fcsom1 (tall) ab!lent. Oral sucktr 0.12 by
•0.14 subtr1nin:1I: 0. 0:J from anterior extrrmity. ~urmounted bJ
preoral lube. Pharyny w,11 developed 0.08 hy 0.00. ovtrfappinr
po!lterior broder of oral ~ucker. Jntutinal caeca ~li&htly c;inuoua.
blind ends arc n~t distinct, probably extend a short di!ltanct
behind po-.terior border of ventral sucker. The latttr is larie
O. 20 by O. 27 transvcrsclr occupyin2 almostentir e width o(body.
lappin1 cac~a, _anteri~r border of ■cetabulum just anterior to

middle of body sn•eropost
,,f body ltn~! 1 h; 0. :'O
mckers o.~ : 1.

I , in fT'ic.'dle ard p cf r :1 r third
Pat,o d or~l fo \'Cntral

ral ~ucktr.

Testrs ovoid, s\'mmrtricallv < nc on either ~ide or h0cy, rif!ht
te~tis 0.12 by O 08 and ldr tc.t.1, O.ll iy 0 . 06 \\-ith tte,i ! o _ttr:or t nd broadrr than anterivr, 11nmedi,mly posit n,t!iteral o
acetabulum in fourth fifth of h0dv ltngth. V{sict1 1J ,;em 111:i
l&r5lt', roundtd, measurin~ 0. 14 in diameter, r,reacetat u!:ir .,,,. 1th
posterior b ,rdl'r overlapped by a nit riur border of c1c• at-ilum.
Oenital atrium ovoid w1·h ~enifal pore pos1b1furcai, met'tJn. No
other details of !lfructure of latter organs cuuld be d,~ccrmd ,
Ovary four lobed each measuring 0 05 by 0. 00, two lobes
are vn either ~ide and t;verlapping-: thllse on right ~l,ghtfy
oved•opin~ right testis. Lobes lie in anttrior part of roqerior
tlurd of body ll ngth and are immed11tdy post-:11or to pm.terior

brod<.r of acetabulum. Rcceptacu!um stminis ebsent. V1ttl!ari1
conw,t of a gruup of si.:ven lar~e 0vo,d h,ll1clt:s, preovar ian. in
fou1H1 fifth of body ltn"th, uver:apping ,poster ior bord1.r of
acetabulum, in betwten the two ft'~tts with vittlline duct pa!lsing
betwt.en thtm. Utrrus could not be uen. Excretory Vtsicle
small, bladder-shaprd and !!Urrc unded by a cfusttr of small ctlls,
two excretory ducts are wiJe u;d sl1gh1;y sinuous and unite
unmrdiately posterior to ovary, thur c aitnt,on beyond tutea.
can not be seen.

c....,•••••
This spec.-ies re emblcs Prolrcifl,a obrsa Manttr, JQ61, bat
differs from it in having : ( I) ovary (t.,ur lobed, . two lobes un
eithtr side and overlapping instud of bting drcp:y trilubed;
(2) vesicula stminalrs large, rouaded, posterior broder ovc rlappcd
hy anterior border of acetabulum insttad of btin{! el<..ngatc
immedi.ltely prra(etahular: (3) genitsil atrium mtd :c:n po[tbiiurul
instead of bting protrus,ble and (5) 1he vitella, ia , ar t,nliy r vc rJapptd bv PO~tt:rior border of aC'etabulum in~fead uf brini

postacctabuJar.

Hemiur 1dae

Prolecithochirium &.--g-. 'iQ ,.,,._, ,

9-=7-o.

Hemiuridae, Lecithochiriinae.
Body elongate, with · rudimentary tail; cuticle smooth.
No pre•acetabular pit. Oral sucker subterminal, surmounted by preoral lobe. Esophagus practically absent.
Ceca not extending into tail. Acetabulum larger than
oral sucker, pre-equatorial. Testes diagonal, postacetabular. Seminal vesicle preacetabular. si2111.oid rnav hA
tripartite. Pars prostatica not differentiated proximal to
prostatic vesicle. Prostatic vesicle well developed, enclosed
in hermaphroditic pouch which extends over the
hermaphroditic duct. Prostatic cells well developed
around base of hermaphroditic pouch. Hermaphroditic
duct cylindrical, opening directly outside ventral to
pharynx. Ovary immediately behind posterior testis.
Vitcllaria consisting of two compact lobes. Uterus first
descending, then ascending, not extending into tail.
Excretory arms united dorsal to oral sucker. Parasitic
in stomach of marine teleosts.
TYPE SPECIES: P. pterois n. sp.,inPterois sphex; Hawaii.
GENERIC DIAGNOSIS:

l,fqf1'].J l9i10.

Hem1ur 1dae

193. Prolecitbocbir,um pterois

fl.

g.,

(Fig. 193)

A

opening directly outside ventral to posterior end of
pharynx. Hermaphroditic pouch approximately pyriform,
80 X 54 µ, with distinct wall of longitudinal muscle
fibers, completely enclosing prostatic vesicle and
hermaphroditic duct. Prostatic cells well developed
around base of hermaphroditic pouch. No genital atrium
differentiated.
Ovary oval, 0.12 X 0.19 mm, lying transversely immediately behind posterior testis at junction of middle
with posterior third of body, a little out of median line.
Vitellaria consisting of two compact juxtaposed masses
which are 0.17 mm long by 0.11-0.12 mm wide
pressed against each other immediately behind ovary.
Uterine duct turning round posterior end of vitellaria
and passing along left side of ovary and posterior testil
and then between two testes dorsally; metratenn well
differentiated, running forward in median field ventral
to seminal vesicle and, after penetrating hermaphroditic
pouch, joins the anterior end of prostatic vesicle to form
hermaphroditic duct. Eggs oval, small, embryonated,
18-21 X 10-1 2 µ in life. Excretory vesicle Y-shaped, with
terminal pore; arms united dorsal to oral sucker.
DISCUSSION: This genus differs from the most closely
related Lecithochirium Ltihe, 1901, as shown in the
following table.

~p

'1o.m'jt9:/o.

HABIT AT: Stomach of Pterois sphex; Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63780.
DESCRIPTION (based on a single whole mount): Body
elongate, rather plump, 1.4 mm long, 0.35 mm wide in
middle third. Tail rudimentary, 0.12 mm long, completely
enclosed in posterior end of body proper. Cuticle thick,
unarmed. Oral sucker subterminal, 0.13 X 0.12 mm,
surmounted by inconspicuous preoral lobe, directly
followed by globular pharynx 60 µ in diameter. Esophagus
practically absent. Ceca wide, terminating blindly near
posterior extremity, without entering tail. Acetabulum
0.3 mm in diameter, pre~quatorial. No pre-acetabular
pit as seen in most Lecithochirium species.
Testes rounded, comparatively large, 0.13 X 0.14mm,
situated obliquely tandem immediately behind acetabulum in midregion of body. Seminal vesicle sigmoid,
apparently tripartite, distended with sperm, with
maximum diameter of 80 µ at its posterior swelling; its
smaller anterior swelling connected with prostatic vesicle
by a short simple narrow passage. Prostatic vesicle round,
40 µ in diameter, completely enclosed in hermaphroditic
pouch. Hermaphroditic duct muscular, short, cylindrical,

and
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TABLE 2
DIFFERENTIATING

FROM

Lecithochirium

CHARACTER

Lecithochirium

Prolecithochirium

TAIL

distinct

rudimentary

PRE-ACET ABULAR PIT

usually present

absent

pARS

differentiated proximal
to prostatic vesicle

none

usually consisting of
seven rudimentary
lobes

consisting of two compact
lobes

PROST ATICA

VITELLARIA

V

Prolecithochirium

A

Hom i ur·ida,..,

Puudohu•omty/11 ~

Y4MA

<:;u r 1, /'N,S-

Hem1undae, Bunocoryl-

GENERJC DIAGNOSIS

i nae.a Body cylindrical, without tail, with collar/ ike ridge aruunJ oral su1.hr and another
immediately behind ac.:etabulum. Oral sucker
/ arge, terminal; pharynx small, esophagus short,
C<.'Ca terminating separately near posterior ex.
m~mity. Acecabulum very large, prominent, anterior. Tesres randem, poscacerabular; seminal
\'eside sigmoid, more or less overlapping acerabulum; pars prosratica large, surrounded by
large prosrate ceUs which are well delimited
from rhe surrounding p.irenchyma. Hermaphroditic ducr well JifferemaaceJ. endoseJ in muscular hermaphrodm1.. pom.h. Genital pore im.
mcdiareJy postbifurul Ovary v.ell sep.uared
from posterior cesris hr urerane c.oils. receprarnlum ~inis pre~nc \'ut'll.ma rnnsisring
of rwo compacr massc.~ s1t11.1reJ J1ratly tandem
immrdiarely bth1nd m·.u~- l'rerane 1..oals re-aching posterior urremH) whc:n fullr dc,eloped.
Eggs small, ellipt11...1I. Lxl rero11 , <:side tubular;
arms united dor~I to ph.iry·nx ur es,,phagus.
Stonach patasHt""\ of m.uine or brack1~h water
releoscs.
1YP8 SPBCIES

P """ n. sp.

in

Ch.1,,01 ,h.J-

"01; Hawaii.
DISCUSSION: The present genus differs from

8 unorotJle Odhner, 1928, in several imponanc
~ints, shown in Table 1.
Genolinea ampladena Mamer and Pritchard,
1960, probably may be rransferred to PuMdo8,mocot)la, although in this species the post« :etabular ridge represented by a mere transverse, venrral, cucicular line is stared by the
a u~hors co be present in three specimens and
a.bsem in three ocher specimens. It agrees completely wirb the present genus in general anatCl:ny. especially in rhe terminal genitalia.

• Subfamily dia~nosis ~iven in Systema Helmin·hum, vul. 1 ( p 26 7 -268 i must bl emended so as
ro in,ludtc Pieud()hu11owt)l11

TABLE l
DIPFERENTIATING CHARACTERISTICS OP

CHARA<.Tl'R

.l.

81mocol)i•

Ps,,uJn.b11r,ruQ1l/;1

B1111ocot_)le

Cel.i

uniteJ posteriorly

Pro,ram complex

poorly developed or lacking

Virellana

AND

ttrminating ~paratc-ly

sin~lt'

dt>uble ranJe

absent (? J

prest'ut

II ,riiurid;.-e
5. Plfflllo,,,,,_,o,,-1. ""'• "· geR. R. sp. · Y'f1M1U;(.JTI

Fig. 5
HABITAT: Smmach of Chno1 chnos ( local
name ··awa·); Hawaii.
HOLO'IYPB: U. S. Nat. Mus. Hdm. Coll., S.Y.
No.21.

✓

1965

~IPTION c bacd on IO w~ mounts J:

BodJ cylindrical. without tail, 0.8-l.7

mm long,

0.14--0.15 mm wick ar postacecabular ridge,
which mcilda rhr body. On c-ach side this annular ridar, wdJ provided with longitudinal
IIUbcwicuJar mmcle bundles. ma)· be a more or
lal prominmt, blunt-pointed cone directed
pmm'DMmad. Around the oral sucker is a collar-lib ridar which. however. may be suaigtitmed our whm tht oral sucker is protruded. or
shifted forward u a ring when the oral sucker
is mracud. Ont sucktt bowl-shaped, terminal, ,

.........

. ......,._."H}
,. .. I

70-1~ )( 70-120 ,,., dir«tly followed by a

...U phuyns 23-W •' 35-60 ,,,.; esophagus
short, ceca widened anreriorlt. terminating
blindly near posterior extremity. Accrabulum
large, promiornt, 0 19-0.H "' 0.19-0.35 mm,
sirua~ at ;unctioo of anterior with middle
third ol body.
TeRes subglol,ular ro oval. 30-100 X 32110

fl&,

postautabular, slightly obliquely tandem

in middk third ol body. may or may nor be
tq,arared by uruior LOils. Vesicula seminalis
rubular, sigmoid, 25-70 ,,,. wide, overlappingaottrodatral margin of acetabulum. with its
tapuia« anterior end opening into pars prostarica. Pan prostatica rounded. 40-70 µ in diamtter, lined with large vesicular epithelia and
surrounded by large prostate cells which are
<¥limited sharply from the surrounding parenchyma. At the distal end of the pars proscatica
originates the wide eversible hermaphroditi<:
duct which is lined with transversely wrinkled
cuticle and enclosed in a muscular hermaphroditic pouch 79 p. in diameter in the type. Genital pore wide, median, opening immediately
behind intestinal bifurcation.
Ovary subglobular to oval, 42- 70 ' 50100 ,,., situated ventrally ac anterior end of
middle third of body. Receptaculum seminis •
large, 60-120 µ. in greater transverse diameter.
anterodorsal to ovary. Lauree's canal? Vitellaria
consisting of two compact oval masses measuri 11g H-<>0 µ by 46-100 ,, and lying directly
t .. ridem immeJ1ately behind ovary; vmlline
dc.c..ps united near rheir origin into a common '
cliJ.ct which runs forward to the oorypc siruo.f(td dorsal to the ovary. Uterine coils descendi "S to posterior extremity and then ascending,
oc ·upying all available space of hindbody; metY4.ferm running forward ventral to pars prostai:i ca and joining hermaphroditic duct at anterior
end of pars prostatila. Eggs elliptical, 30-'>8 >
I d-20 µ.. Excretory pore terminal; excretory
v~icle rubular; excretory arms united anteriorly
dorsal co pharynx or
phagus.
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DISCUSSION: This genus differs from Bunocotyle
Odhner, 1928 in several important points, particularly in
the ceca terminating separately without being united, in
the prostatic complex being very strongly developed,
and in the vitellaria being double instead of single. For
further details, see Pacific Science 19(4): 466-467.
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Genolinea ampladena, n. sp. (Figs. 24-26)
HOST: ..:l..canthurus olirace11s Bloch
~~~p
or orange spot tang (Acanthm·idae); 6 specimens from 2 of 7 hosts examined.
LoC.ATION: Stomach.

!1fa.ibi1i£d:., 1fciJy~\7tl';Q

U.S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Coll., No. 39158.
(based on 6 specimens) : Body elongate, more or less cylind1·ical, 1.112 to 1.407 by 0.208 to 0.302, widest at level of acetabulum, each
end bluntly rounded. A transverse cuticular line extends across the body ventrally just posterior to aeetabulum in three specimens; not visible in other
three specimens. Oral sucker ovate, retracted into body, 0.072 to 0.104 wide
by 0.074 to 0.120 long; body wall forms a rim around the sucker; rim thick- -erred dorsally. A.cetabulum about ½ body length from anterior end, sometimes just anterior to mid body; 0.160 to 0.227 wide by 0.168 to 0.240 long;
sucker ratio 1 :2 to 2.7; aperture trnnsverse. Transverse muscle :fibers in both
ant:rior and posterior lips of acetabulum, better developed in posterior lip;
sphrncter muscle absent. Pharynx 0.032 to 0.048 long by 0.043 to 0.061 wide;
esophagus 0.016 to 0.054 long; ceca rather narrow, ending blindly near posterior end of body.
HOLOTYPE:

DESCRIPTION

Testes tandem, contiguous, just anterior to middle of hind-body, separated
from aceta bulum by uterus. Seminal vesicle preacetabular or overlapping
JANUARY",

1960]
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only anterior edge of acetabulum, to left of midline, a short wide tube bent
sharply near middle. Prostatic vesicle intercecal, large, ovoid, 0.064 to 0.086
long by 0.040 to 0.069 wide, &urrounded by a single layer ( double in one specimen) of large cuboidal cells; pars prostatica a short, wide duct which joins
metraterm at base of sinus sac, surrounded by a few small gland cells. Sinus
sac pyriform, well developed, 0.067 to 0.080 long by 0.056 to 0.064 wide; basal
third of hermaphroditic tube swollen, sac-like, thin-walled; distal two thirds
a muscular tube opening on a cone-shaped elevation partially protrusible
through genital pore; only a few small gland cells in sinus sac. Almost all
species of Genolinea show this bipartite condition of the hermaphroditic tube.
Ovary rounded to transversely oval; 0.048 to 0.080 long by 0.067 to 0.083
wide, posterior to middle of hindbody; Laurer's canal present; seminal receptacle dorsal and to the left or right of ovary, almost as large as ovary,
0.056 to 0.083 long by 0.0040 to 0.067 wide. Vitellaria two compact masses
immediately postovarian; usually obliquely tandem, tandem in one specimen,
almost symmetrical in holotype. Uterus extends posterior to vitellaria to near
posterior end of body, coils between ovary and testes, and between testes and
acetabulum; metraterm &hort or nearly as long as prostatic vesicle, with
longitudinal muscles. Eggs yellowish, relatively large, 30 to 40 by 14 to 21
microns; those in proximal portion of uterus distinctly smaller than those near
sinus sac.
Excretory vessels join dorsal to pharynx.
The name anipladena is derived from amplus (= large) and adenos
(= gland) and refer& to the large prostatic cells sunounding the prostatic
vesicle.
DrscussIO:N" : Although the trnnsverse marking across the body posterior to
the acetabulum suggests the genera Stomachicola, Tlieletrum or Opisthadena,
it is not visible on three specimens and should not be considered as demarking
an ecsoma. Another val'iable characte1· is the tandem, oblique, or symmetrical position of the vitellaria. The species differs from all others in the
genus in its large ovate prostatic vesicle surrounded by a single layer of large
cuboidal cells. Another distinctive charactC'r is the wide acetabulum with
narrow, transverse aperture. The body size is smaller than in other :;pecies
except G. onco1·hynchi Margolis and Adams, 1956, which is probably the
nearest related species. G. onco1·hynchi has a sphincter in the acetabulum and
smaller eggs.
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1SO. Pseodobunocotyla ampladena (Manter
et Pritchard, 1960) n. comb.
Syn. Genolinea ampladena Manter et Pritchard, l960
(Fig. 150)
HABITAT: Stomach of A canthurus olivaceus and ·
Acanthurus dussumieri (new host); Hawaii.
DESCRIPTION (based on 14 whole mounts): Body
elongate, subcylindrical, 0.6-1.4 mm long, 0.12-0.3 mm
wide at level of acetabulum or postacetabular ridp.
Oral sucker terminal, 51-109 X 46-116 µ, with circular
fold at midlevel; pharynx 23-42 X 25-56 µ; esophagus
23-65 µ long; ceca terminating near posterior extremity.
Acetabulum 123-256 X l 02-220 µ, situated in anterior
part of__middle third of body or a little more anteriorly,
with distinct postacetabular circular ridge.
Testes subglobular, 46-100 X 28-128 µ, obliquely
tandem, close together, in posterior part of middle third
of body or at its junction with posterior third. Seminal
vesicle rather tubular, turned back on itself immediately
anterodorsal to acetabulurn, measuring as a whole 25-46 µ
in transverse diameter. Pars prostatica oval, 23-5 8 X 1458 µ, surrounded by a layer of unusually large prostatic
cells. Hermaphroditic sac ovoid, 32-109 X 30-93 µ;
hermaphroditic duct well developed, C-shaped proximally, but straight and muscular distally, may be everted out
of genital pore. Genital pore median, postbifurcal.
Ovary rounded, 28-81 X 35-116µ,submedian, ventral,
in anterior part or middle of caudal third of body.
Vitellaria consisting of two compact masses, immediately
behind ovary, tandem, diagonal or juxtaposed, each
measuring 3 0-5 8 X 46-1 0 5 µ. Seminal receptacle immediately lateral or anterolateral to ovary, relatively
large. Laurer's canal absent. Uterus reaching to posterior
extremity, finally joining pars prostatica to form hermaphroditic duct. Eggs elliptical, 37-47 X 16-23µ in life.
Excretory pore terminal; vesicle Y-shaped, with arms
united anteriorly.
DISCUSSION: The present species differs from the
only known species of the genus, Pseudobunocotyla awa
Yarnaguti, 1965 from Chanos chanos, in the eggsbeing
definitely larger. Manter and Pritchard (1960) state that
the Laurer's canal is present in this species, but l have
been unable to detect it. Further, they did not pay much
attention to the circumoral and postacetabular ridges
because of their variability, but l regard these two
characters as most important features of Pseudobunocotyla, to which the present _species was transferred from
Genolinea. It is interresting to note that the host of this
second species of the genus is also a plant feeder like that
of the type species, though it belongs to a different family .
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Pseudobunocoty 1 a 1o b q t a (Manter & Pr itchard,1960) n.comb.
Genolinea lobata, ~ (Pigs. 9-10)

Manter & Pritchard, 1960

HosT: Acanth111·11s Mnd'l'icensis (Streets), manini or convict tang (Acanthuridae, surgeon.fishes); 4 specimens from 3 of 56 hosts.
LOCATION: Stomach
HoLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Coll., No. 39169.
DESCRIPTION (based on ± specimens) : Body small, without ecsoma, 1.434
to 2.352 long by 0.268 to 0.348 wide at acetabulum and most of hindbody,
forebody slightly tapered, both ends rounded. Oral suck<'r 0.115 to 0.144 wide
by 0.088 to 0.121 long, embedded in body with a rim of body wall around
n~outh, rim thicker dorsally. Acetabulum about ¼ from anterior end,
rounded, 0.192 to 0.235 wide by 0.173 to 0.221 long, aperture horizontal.
Sucker ratio 1 :1.6 to 1.7. Pharynx 0.051 to 0.074 long by 0.064 to 0.080 wide;
esophagus narrow and short; ceea widen immediately at bifurcation, turn and
extend to near posterior end of body, end blindly.
Testes diagonal, separated from acetabulum and from each other by uterus,
rounded to oval, 0.112 to 0.168 long by 0.136 to 0.203 wide; seminal vesicle
tubular, slender, coiled once or twice, preacetabular; pars prostatica expanded
into small, rounded prostatic vesicle, surrounded by numerous, small prostatic
cells; sinus sac short, containing muscular herrnaphorditic duct; genital pore
median to submedian at level of intestinal bifurcation.
Ovary oval, 0.112 to 0.198 long by 0.147 to 0.205 wide; seminal receptacle
elongate oval, dorsal and partly anterior to ovary, 0.201 to 0.248 long by 0.136
to 0.160 wide; vitellaria two, immediately postovarian, diagonal to symmetrical, contiguous, variously lobed (Pigs. 9-10), 0.128 to 0.200 long by 0.120 to
0.203 wide; uterus descends almost to tips of ceca (but not beyond) and
ascends dorsally, separating gonads and expanding between anterior testis ancl
acetabulum, nanowing dorsal to acetabulum and joining pars prostatica at
base of sinus sac. Eggs 27 to 32 by 14 to 18.
Excretory pore terminal, excrttory crura extend forward to oral sucker,
turn somewhat backwards and medianly, and seem to terminate dorsal to
pharynx without joining.
G. lobata is named for the lobed condition of the vitellaria.
DrscussrnN : This species has all the generic characteristics of Genolilnea
except the "unlobed, tandem or slightly diagonal vitellaria" and the branches
of the excretory system uniting dorsal to the pharynx. It seems to us that a
new genus would be unjustified, and for the present the species is added to
Genolinea. in which it is the only species with lobed vitellaria.
G. lobata resembles G. manteri Lloyd, 1938 but differs in smaller sucker
ratio, smaller eggs, more anterior seminal vesicle, and the embedded oral
sucker. In the latter respect G. lobata resembles G. nmpladena Manter &
Pritchard, 1960 (also from Hawaii), but the prostatic vesicle is less well
developed, the sucker ratio is smaller, and the eggs are shorter.
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Pseudobunocotvla yamagutii Kurochkin, 1975
Host: Pleurogranmus azonus Jordan et Metz, 1913
Locality: Sea of Japan in region of Sangarskogo Sound (or Strait)
1:

I

Body sm th,fusisorm, more tapering anteriorly, widest
ack of ventral sucke
1.55 by 0.58 mm. Oral sucker 0.08; ventral
sucker 0.31 mm., orals ker scarcely 1/3 diameter of ventral sucker.
Probabl:,- no esophagus. Ce
obscured by eggs. Genital pore median,
midway between suckers; cir s short, cirrus sac oval with numerous
cells, from this oval pouch a ong prostatic tube passes diagonally
to left margin reaching behind
tral sucker. Prostatic tube clavate,
prostate cells confined to posterm
half. Oval seminal vesicle at
caudal end of prostate. Testes two,
ntiguous, tandem, to the left,
halfway between ventral sucker and pos rior end. ovary at median
border of posterior testis,
, transv sely extended. Shell gland
dorsal to ovary. Seminal receptacle large, val, postovarian. Yolk
gland of 7 rounded lobes, divided into two m sea, Eggs numerous,
filling most of boay, 24 by 14 u.

~ ~ T e u t h i s caeruleus

;:'.SGV/)d 1)1,,,t/,9 l)if; U/1

Ytl»rPf 1,1 h I II/~/

Synonym:
Lecithaster acutus (Linton) Manter, 1947.
Hosts: Acanthurus caeruleus, A. bahianus.
Site: intestine and stomach.
Locality: Mona Island; Puerto Real, P.R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39391.
In erecting the genus Dichadena, Linton (1910) was unable to see the intestine and described the ovary as being entire in D. acuta. Manter (1947)
identified as that species a form that had a lobed ovary and, for that reason,
transferred D. acuta to Le"ithaster in which, however, the ceca end blindly.
He did not observe the cyclocoel intestine, which probably would have
been overlooked by us except for 1 excessively :flattened specimen. As that
feature is of generic significance, we propose that the genus Dichadena be
restored to include D. acuta as the type and only species. Our material is
identified as that species but differs from Linton's description in the length
and shape of the pars prostatica and seminal vesicle to a degree that may
prove to be of specific magnitude. Skrjabin and Guschanskaja (1955) recognized the genus Dichadena and transferred Lecithaster galeatus Looss, 1907,
to it because of the unlobed ovary. However, Looss (1907b) clearly described
ceca ending blindly in that species and for that reason it i~ to be ~icluded_
from Dichadena and belongs instead in either Lecithaster or M ordi•ilkoviaster
Pigulevsky, 1938.
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Dichadena acuta Linton, 1910
Synonym: Lecithaster acutus (Linton)
Manter, 1947.
Hosts: Acanthurus bahianus (C); A. coe11.tleus ( J) ; A. hepatus ( C, J).
Site: stomach.
l-UllAf!AO r JAMAICAj
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GENERIC DIAGNOSIS: Hemiuridae, Hemiurinae. Body
small,elongate, with distinct cuticular serration anteriorly.
Oral sucker subterminal; pharynx well developed; esophagus short; ceca not extending into tail. Acetabulum a
little larger than oral sucker, well apart from anterior
extremity. Testes diagonal, postaceta bular. Seminal vesicle
tubular, extending a little back of acetabulum, winding
or convoluted distally anterior to acetabulum. Pars
prostatica bipartite; proximal portion tubular, partly
winding, outside of hermaphroditic pouch, surrounded by
prostatic cells; distal portion bulbous, lined with tall
epithelia, enclosed in hermaphroditic pouch. Hermaphroditic duct arising from anterior end· of prostatic bulb,
enclosed in hermaphroditic pouch of longitudinal muscle
fibers. Genital pore median, opposite pharynx. Ovary
posttesticular; vitellaria divided into two, slightly indented, compact masses. Uterus not extending into tail.
Eggs small, bean-shaped, embryonated. Excretory arms
uniting dorsal to oral sucker. Stomach parasites of marine
teleosts.
TYPE SPECIES: P. macrorchis n. sp.

rn1 Ll! 1dae

HEMIURIDAE
C.a..•••\"pbefl o.nd M"nv-oe., 1'11lPseudolecithaster ,-=-Ge11eric diag,wsis : Hemimiclae, LecilhastNinal'.
Body small. fusifonn, smooth, <'Cso111.t lacking.
Oral sucker suhterminal; preoral Jolie present;
pharynx well-developed; esophagus abse11t; ceca
reaching near posterior Pxtremity. Aeetahulmn
larger than oral sucker. in anterior 1 -'.! nf body.
Testes postacetalmlar S}'llllllPtrical. Seminal vesicle saccnlar, anterior to acetabulmn ; prostatic
vesicle bulbous, surrounded by prostatic cells.
Hem1aphroditic duct enclosed in sinus sac. Genital
pore median. immediately posterior to intestinal
bifnrcation.
Ovary multilobed, posttesticular.
Vitellarium a rosettelike mass of davifo1111 lobes.
lfterine coils entirely anterior to ovary, eggs small.
Anns of excretory vcsicl<' uniting dorsal to
pharynx. Parasite~ of 111arin<' t, •leosts.
Tu11c and only s11r•r·i<•s:
P. C...\'\.t.i-m,oro...e.
Remarks

Yamaguti ( 1971) listed six genera in the
subfamily Lecithasterinae that have a single,
multilobed vitelline gland like Pseudolecithaster. They are: Macradena Linton 1910,
Monorchimacradena Nahhas and Cable 1964,
Dichadena Linton 1910, Pseudodichaderw·
Yamaguti 1971, Lecithaster Li.ihe 1901, and
Neodichadena Yamaguti 1971. These genera
may hf' differentiated from Pseudolecithasfer
hy the lack of a bulhous prostatic vesicle.
vitellarium with 12 or more lobes, and tl1e following: in Lecithaster the seminal vesicle is
dorsal or posterodorsal to the acetahulum;
M onorchimacradena possesses a single testis
and the hermaphroditic duct is swollen at thr.
base; in Pseudodichadena the ceca are united
posteriorly and the pars prostatica is f'xtremely
long; th<' t11h11lar or saC'C'11lar seminal vC'sielc
of M acradena lies beside the anterior testis;
and the seminal vesicle of Dichadena and
Ncodichadena is located h<'lween the antC'rior
tt>sti.~ and acetabulum.

HEMIURIDAE

Pseudolecithaster antimorae
(Figs.

12 I 4l
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Dncri11tio11 (7.5 sp<•ci111r•tis; 7 1111·asurl'd): With
d1ar.1ctr•rs of the ge1111s. Body 1.2 to •LI mm ( 2.2
rnrn) hy :JUO to ~l(i0 ( 600). ro11nclPd ant1•riorlr,
.so1111·what pointt>cl posteriorly. Forehocly 1;,i of
total hody lt·ngth. Oral s11ckPr 170 to 260 (2Hi)
b\· 180 to 270 ( 227); pn•oral Job<' 45. AcctaL11!11m
250 to ,180 ( ,127) by 2-l0 to 420 ( .1.rn). Suckr•r
wi<lth ratio J ;1..1 to 1.6 (l:1.4). Prepharynx absc•nt; pharynx 120 to 200 ( 128) hy 100 to 170
( 128); ceca large, thin-walled, subcqual in lrngth.
Testes 160 to 490 by 100 to 290, ovoid, smooth,
near posterior margin of acetabulum, ventral to
ceca. Seminal vesicle median, 140 to 320 ( 211)
by ·r:io to 140 ( 110). Short. naked duct joins
~eminal \'esicle to prostatic vc.~iclc· and prostatic
\·esicle to sinus sac; each segment about 66 long.
Prostatic \'eside aho11t 140 in diameter, glolmlar,
surrounded by prostate cells lyiBg free in parc•nchyma. Sinus sac 200 by 80, median, slightly posterior to intestinal bifurcation; hermaphroditic
duct thick-walled. Ovary consisting of several irregular lobes, 260 to 540 ( ,160) by 1.50 to 710
( 473 ), median, in posterior 1/4 of body. Seminal
receptacle and Laurer's canal not observed. Vitellarium large, with rosettelike mass of 12 to 16
lobes, posteroventral to ovary, maximum dimt>n\ions 2-l0 to 860 ( 403) by 250 to 770 ( 420);
post,;rfeTiine space up to 680 long. Uterus prr·
ovarian, coils more or less filling hindbody; sinJ.(11·
limb ascending dorsal to acetabulum; metratr•n11
about 320 by 50, delimited from uterus liy a
sphincter. Eggs amber, 27 to 36 ( 29) by HJ ro
22 (20).
Type ho5t: Antimora rostrata Giintlwr 187/i
( Eretmophoridae), ( 24 to 106).
Hahitat: Intestine.
Type specimens:
USNM Helm. Coll. Nos.
74095 (holotypC'), 74096 (paratype).
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Hemiuridae

Subfamily diagnosis : Hemauridae : Body elongate with short
ecsoma (tail). Cuticlf' with or without spines: Intestinal caeca
extend almost to posterior extremity of body. Acetabulum near
anterior extrf'mity. Testes post-acetabular. Seminal vesicle tubular
with heavy muscular walls, may extenq, from hindbody into fore.
body. Ductus t~rmaphroditicus ·enclosed in a pouch. Cirrus pouch
absent. O\·ary post-acetabular. \'itellaria in two compact, lobed
masses, im.mediately post-ovarian. Vterus extending almost to
posterior extremity of body. Excretory ~rms united anteriorly.
Parasites in lungs of sea-snakes.
Tht> Pulmon~rminac may be distinguished-from the Sterrhurinae,
th«· Dinurinat', th<· Hcmiurinae and the Dissosaccinae by the position
of th<> long seminal vesicle which may extend from the hindbody
into tht· forebody. It is also different frorn the Sterrhurinae and
the Dinurinae in having compact vitellaria, and from the Hemiurinae
bt!cause of the presence of an hermaphroditic pouch which is not
"strongly muscular" as it is in the Dissosaccinae.
Gt"'nna: Pulmo•ermla C01J and " :.n:tz. l!W•
Hydropllltftffla -:::.andar'-. I ~

<111 IMth Angu,t 11f60, a <lc.·scnption of a digi!netic trematode,

J>,J,,.111,,,"' ' c\a,s,wateUos.,s

(011 aml Kuntz, from the _
, ungs of a
!lif'a-,11,1h. l.t1l1e•wlt1 .~e,,11/asc,11ta (l{einwardt, 1837), fn-,m Yeh Yu,
wa" puhh twd On :Mth Augm,t 1960, a descripti~n of a similar
worm, ll_\d,offt1trr"kl ~•~tuJl,ca Sandars, from a sea-snake, Hydrophis
tltt••o (t,ra,. IM-4:l), from ~oreton Hay, South Queensland, appeared.
It 5ttnwd that thc.-~c two gt•nera might by synonymous, but a
comparison of tht• tn)(' !-.pccimcns ~howNi that they may be accepted
as two distinct genna, clo~ly related, and •f'ither fitting into any
of thf' pn·<1o4'nt subfamilies of the Hemiuridae Lilhe, 1001 ·A new
subfamily, Pulmonrminae, is therefore proposed to receive them~

_Pulmova,,.,s and H_wlroplture,,.., art' hoth f'lon~~tf" W'Or1DS in
which the acetabulum i:o close to tht' or:tl ,uck~r. there 1~ no oesophagus, and the w·sicula ~mmaJ1, 1, lar~e "'·1th hf"a,;I\• muscular
walls; the rest of tht> reproduct1,·t> or~an~ lit• in tlw- s.amt" rdati,·e
positions in both.
Pul,,un:er,,.is and H_wirnflu/re,,..
lowing features :-

a.rt>

d1 .. tmeu1~h~ by the fol-

(a) The hody shapes are- ,-tifferent. J>tJ,.,t ~ . ( hNng much
sm.aller a_nd more ~•e~>~er than HyJmf'lu/re,rw tht' hody length of
HJdroplut,ema (l ,~_fi41 mm I ,._ more than ten times that of
Pulmot•erMis (up to Ii mm ).

(b) The acetabulum in PuJJfl<,1 e,,,.,, 1, approxim.ttf"h• onf'-ninth
of thr to~aJ- body l1•n~h from th,· .1ntt>nor t'nd. wht>rea~ in H,oJ.r(lph,tremcJ 1t 1s approx1matdy nne 'lU.trtc •r in / 111/,,..,,~ ""'' it :tpj>f'ar:
to be f>t"dunrul,ttr. _and tht· sidt•, ,,f tht• .1ntt-nt1r pan of tht> bock
curw ,·f'ntrall~·. which, to~1'thl'r with .1 ,h~tinctly , ntrall\· dirt""Cted
nr~I '-Ucker, gl\·es a n•ry chctrdC't<'n-.t1c appearanctther i no
,,,,~,•nee of an_\.' acC'tabul.u :-t.1lk m HyJro/''1,trer,w . •tnd no Y~ntral
flexing of tht> :lnkrior end nf the hnch1

(C) Thta test<>s 111 / 11/,,.(), rr'",s Ji .. in tanJem wtthm tht• l _tenor
halt of tht- bod_v anrl an· well remon·d from the ac<'tabulum: in

Hvd,oplulrrJJW ttw t.-,t,·, .ir,· obh•1ut·I\' 1.111dt•m in tht• .u1terior half
of thf' liod\· an,l 11111\' a ,hort 1h~t .uK1· lwhmd tlw .lcetahulum.
(d) Tlw o\ ar,· m Ptll,nm ~""', lit'~ rw.u tht' mid-line in t lw
post .. nor c1uartrr of the hodv, wht'n•,1, in llyd,npl11t,ema it is latt-rall\'
plac-t"d anc1 rn tht> anlt•rior li.tlf of the· hodv
(t'l Thr \1°,1r11l.1 .... -rn111.,h, of Hyd,1 f'lut,em" ha..; a verv much
hea,·al'r mu-.c11l.1r wall th,rn m /'ul,,.or•rrm,~. its length relatiw to
the hod\ lt-n1i:th , .. much --hortf'f (m Hydroph,t,ema I : 4i ; 111
PtJ#Wt·e~"us I : :!). and 1t c.'l(ten<l, anll'norly to the acetabulum ,
in PtuffWt•erM,, tht• vesirula '-<'nunalis does not extend further
forward than tht· lt•\'f'l of th«· c1cetabulum .
1

The ma1or fraturt's on which generic differentiation is based are :
the relativt• posationc; of the acetabulum, testes and ovary ; the comparative lengths of the· \'t.'siculae seminales relative to the body
lengths, and position of their anterior ends relative to the acetabulum.
DISCUSSIOS

The er..ction of a new subfamily to receive Pw,novermis and
Hydropllit,ema seems necessary, as it is impossible to place either
in any existing subfamily of the Hemiuridae.
Coil and Kuntz (1960) imply that they place Pw,nove,mis in
the Hysterolecithinae, and state that it is "most similar to Hysterolecitlui Linton, 1910". Although listing a number of differences
from other genera in the Hysterolecithinae, they have apparently
overlooked that one of the features of the Hysterolecithinae is the
absence of a tail. PwfflOVermis has a small, but quite definite, tail.
Sandars placed Hyd,ophit,ema in the Derogenetinae, considering
no tail to be present. If the decision that it has a small tail is correct,
then it is not a member of the Derogenetinac.
The key by Yamaguti (1958) to the subfamilies of the Hemiuridae
Liihe, 1901, is inadequate, as there is no provision for genera with
a seminal vesicle which has a hea,·y mu~cular wall and may extend
from the hindbody into the forebody. It can be modified by an
additional alternative in couplet ti (p. -2til) to read ''Seminal vesicle
with heavy muscular wall, may extend from hindbody to forebody .
vitellaria compact . . . . . . . Pulmoverminae".

(
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Pu,

ovl!llM/11•

u

l\'pe gftffu~ :

ndal"CI, WHI
/'11lm11,•erm1, Coil and Kuntz,

moo

orl{an 11nd lto5t inferted : lung of sra sna k,•-:

11,agnosis : Henuuridac ; charactcriz,·,l hv !'hort t•c--.0111a, elongate
body with acetahl!lum in antrrior quart,·r : int .. ~tinal r.aPC:l running
length of hodv. pharynx present, 01'sophagus ah,rnt. acctabulum
po~rful. larger than oral sucker, arPt.,hular pcriunclt> may he
present. ~eminal wsicle lwa·vy-v,:alll'd, tubular, uniform in diam,·tn.
coiled or folded, pas.:;ing from anterior t<•,tis dor--,tl or latr•ral tri
acetahul11m, 1•1Hli11g at hnmaphroditic sac . }t..; cour,t• may l'Xtcn,l
up to half tht· hociy kng:th. Gf•nital pore at kVPI of c,u•cal bifurcati011,
no cirrus pouch, hrrmaphroditic sac pr<"<..;('nt (Fig 2) . Ovary
po ttesticular, imm,·diatl'ly antf'rior tn vitellaria, which arc ge11erally
paired but occa.:;ionally partially fus1·cl, lobati· to rounclecl, in postf'rior
half of body. Eggs numl.'rou.:;, filling ntern<: in lwavy coil-; Pxt«-nrling
nearly to end of bodv
Key to ubfamilies found m Yamag11t1 (1Y5H), are emt nded by
Sandars (1 1) to include Pulmo,· rmin

HSMIURIDAE
Pulmot'ermis, n. gen.

Coil~ Kuntz,196

DIAGNOSIS: with the characters of the family Hemiuridae Lilhe, J901. Bo<ly
cylindrical, aspinose, with small ersoma. Oral sucker subtcrminal. Prepharynx absent. Esophagus absent or very short. Cera bifurt'ate at pharynx an<l
extend to posterior extremity of bocly. Acetabuluru larger than, and loc•ated
close to, oral sucker. Testes in tandem in posterior half of worm. Seminal
vesicle tubular and with a heavy muscular wall extending in a convoluted
fashion from the testes to the acetabulum. Ductus hermaphroditicus enclosed
by a muscular layer. Genital pore just behind pharynx. Ovary in posterior
quarter of body posterior to testes. Vitelline gland just posterior to ovary,
divided into seven unequal lobes .. Uterus with many eggs extencling to posterior region. Excretory rami with a commissure dorsal to oral sucker. Parasites
in lungs of marine snakes.
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most similar to the genus Hyste1·olecitha Linton, 1910. The trematodes studied
here are different from existing genera by: 1) a very elongate body shape;
2) testes in tandem in the posterior half of the body; 3) absence of an esophagus; 4) the placement of the acetabulum in close proximity to the oral sucker.

Type species: F/cyanovitellosus Coil & Kun~z,1960

Pulmovermls Coil an<i Kuut,, IHHO

tvpe species : P . cyanouitr.llosus Coil and Kuntz, 1\lnO
organ and ho.~t 1'.n(ected : lung uf °'t·a '-llakt>s of the farnil\' Lati-

caudidac
dia,;nnsis : Pnlmo,·t rminat· ; bodv narrow!\· l longat, or tub
r
(mran ratio of hociy k ·ngth to body wicith h( hmd ,wetabu~u~
J< 6), acetal,ulum wl'll-cll'Vt loped. gf•Ill'ralh· p1•d11_1111dat, •d . fC'~tes
iilTanged in tandC'm, antt•riormo"t adjac,· 11t t o b• •l!lfllllll~ of ...., mmal
vesicle or sonwwhat po~teriorly. u-..ually w1tl1 -..p,1c•· 1.. tw1·1•n them
hut mav he contiguous, clongat• mu-..cul.lr ,·nHn :il_ \ <·-.1clt' loo ely
convoluted or in op,·n coils lwtwv1·n l1,-r111.1phrnd1t1r pouch ,rnd
anterior testes.
FtUwt;

vt4!"C"9-"1.M.lo(/_ G..rl9NO.J£AAI

,-J,V.D

HtYN£MAIV
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HEMIURIDAE
Pulmovermis cyanov-itellosus, n. sp. (Figs. 1, 3, and 5)
C:)11 & Kuntz 1 060 .
DIA.GNOSIS: with the characters of £he genus. -Large,' el6ngate d1stomes,
with a cylindrical body. Ecsoma present, but excretory pore subterminal.
Body length up to 17 mm. (in alcohol) and width at level of acetabulum up to 1.2. Eggs present in specimens as sbo1·t as 5 mm. Cuticle without
spines, but papillated. Oral sucker subterminal, 0.29-0.53 long. Prepharynx
absent. Pharynx 0.20-0.30 long. Esophagus absent. Ceca extend to posterior
extremity. Gut with villis-like folds and projections. Acetabulum larger than
oral sucker, 0.44-0.73 long, located 0.49-0.63 from oral sucker. Testes smooth
elongate, in posterior half of body, in tandem, frequently in contact, more
often separated, 0.58-0.97 long. Seminal ve&icle long, tubular with heavy,
muscular wall, up to 0.034 thick. Ovary subspherical in posterior quarter of
body 0.38-0.58 wide. Vitellaria just posterior to ovary, divided into seven
unequal lobes, 0.53-0.90 long, appear blue in alcoholic specimens in tungsten
lamp light. Uterus extensive with numerous eggs, extending almo&t to posterior end. Eggs 0.017-0.023 by 0.010-0.012. Genital pore just posterior to
pharynx. Ductus hermaphroditicus enclosed in muscular pouch open at
proximal end, extensible for a short distance.
HosT: Laticauda semifasciata (&ea snake).
HABITAT: Lungs.
LOCALITY : Yeh Yu.
SPECIMENS: Holotype and paratypes in the Helminthological Collection of
the U.S.N.M., No. 39413.

Yamaguti (1933) reported two species from the sea snake Laticauda laticaucla ( H annotrema laticai1dae and Oesophagicola laticaudae).
It is of some interest to note the host-parasite relationships of the families
of trematodes represented here. Hemiurids are generally found in the stomachs or gall bladders of ma1·ine fishes. The presence of &everal worms, in the
lungs, in a number of individuals canont be considered accidental as might
be the case if the worms were found in the intestine. It seems certain that this
hemiurid was acquired through the reptile's long association with marine life.
On the other hand representatives of the Acanthostomidae are found in both
fishes and reptiles found associated with freshwater hosts. It would seem
likely then that the pamsite described here (Ateuchocephala mari'WUs) is acquired in terrestrial or freshwater habitats. The third family represented
here is the Acanthocolpidae; a group which is generally found in marine
fishes. However, the presence here of only two barely mature worms in the
sea snake's inte&tine proves nothing conclusive. It is very possible the reptile
might have eaten well-developed metacercariae a few days before the examination.

Hem1ur1dae

Qadriana~

r-o.~·,"'~ "'\t}o P:>',\l\.ve~s,\O.,\

Generic Diagnosis.-Hemiuridae, Lecithasterinae.
Medium sized trematode, body fusiform, without
tail. No cuticular denticulations. Oral sucker
surmounted by preoral lobe, followed by ovoid
pharynx. Esophagus indistinct, ceca reaching
to posterior extremity. Acetabulum larger than
oral sucker, slightly subcquatorial. Testes immediately posterolateral to acetabulum, one behind
the other. Pars prostatica well differentiated.
Seminal vesicle pyriform, posterolateral to
hermaphroditic pouch. Hermaphroditic pouch
convoluted. Genital opening ventral to oral sucker.
Ovary in posterior third of the body, slightly
submedian. Vitellaria of several tubes, posterior to
ovary. Uterine coils mostly extracaccal in postacetabular region reaching near to posterior extremity and intercaecal in preacetabular zone.
Eggs elongated without polar filaments. Parasitic
in the stom::1ch of marine fish.
Remarks.-The new genus Q,zdriana differs from
the previously described genera of the subfamily
Lecithasterinae in having asymmetrical testes,
ovary posttesticular, vitellaria tu 1:ml 1r; postovarian,
seminal vesicle saccular and a different arrangemrnt of th~ ntf"rit"r ,, ,:1 l ,, .i.,. ,.,,, , . .\.ft.Vr d111i,,,,
ovary and v1tellana arc pretesucuiar and the
vitellaria consist of claviform lobes; in Aphanurus
is single, com_)act. In the genus Macradena vitellaria is divided into a number of claviform lobes;
while in lvlitroswrna vitellaria consists of two
compact lobes and the seminal vesicle is tubular.
In Opisthadina the seminal vesicle is saccular but
the vitellaria consist of two compact masses. In
the genera M ardvilkoviaster and D:eithaster the
vitellaria is divided into several rounded lobcs. 6
The new genus is also different from the three
recently erected genera of the subfamily 3 in the
shape and relative size of the body, seminal vesicle
and the structure of vitellaria.

He rn1 ur idae
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Hosl .-Sciaena glauca (Day)! Habitat stomach
Number a single specimen; :23 host examined.
Description.-Body length 3. 53, width 2. 14.
Preoral lobe well-marked, oral sucker large measuring 0.39 ' 0.37. Pharyux rounded 0.15 >< 0.17.
Esophagus absent. Ceca long, narrow posteriorly,
terminating blindly near the posterior extremity,
thin-walled with irregular outline, and filled with a
brownish black material. Acetabulum almost
equatorial, larger than oral sucker, rounded
measuring o. 9 x' o. 85 in siz:e. Testes posterolateral
to acctabulum, asymmetrical, one behind the
other measuring o 28 X o . 31 and o. 3 X o. 34.
Seminal vesicle pyriform, situated in anterior
on:e quarter of body, at considerable distance
from · acetabulum, posterolateral to hermaphroditic pouch, o. 32 long; o. 19 wide. Pars prostatica
long. Hermaphroditic pouch convoluted opening
ventral to oral sucker.
Ovary submedian, slightly towards left, larger
than testes measuring o. 4 X o. 37 in size . .Semin~l
receptacle and Laurer's canal not obvi9us. Vitellaria composed of several tubes, postovarian in
position. Uterus coiled occupying extracaecal
field behind acetabulum but intercaecal in· the
preacetabular region. Eggs elongated,· without
polar filaments measuring o. o I 7 to o ~o 18 X ~ . o IO
to o . o 1 1 : Exc:etory arms not clearly visiblei' iri
the anterior region.
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Hemiur 1dae

Subfamily QUADRIFOLIOVARIINAE Yamaguti
1965, emended
SUBFAMILY DIAGNOSIS: Hemiuridae. Body subcylindrical, long, smooth, slender toward extremities. Preoral
lobe more or less prominent. Oral sucker subterminal;
pharynx well developed; esophagus short, muscular or
not; ceca terminating at or near posterior extremity or
united posteriorly. Acetabulum near anterior extremity,
with paired, sublateral, muscular, adhesive flaps immediately behind or extending longitudinally on one side
only in acetabular region; these flaps are separate
anteriorly or united by a transverse lobe crossing acetabulum. Testes ventral, tandem or diagonal, contiguous
or not, in midregion of body. Seminal vesicle winding or
convoluted in front of testes in type genus, but may be
divided or not; pars prostatica straight or sinuous,
extending forward from seminal vesicle toward acetabulum, reaching to this sucker or to near level of
posterior end of body flange; ejaculatory duct usually
very long, but shorter and lined with cuticular villi in
Holacanthitrema. Hermaphroditic duct short, or long
and winding, muscular, narrow, or relatively wide,
enclosed in globular or pyriform hermaphroditic sac.
Genital pore at varying distances posterior to intestinal
bifurcation. Ovary posttesticular, distinctly 4-lobed or
unlobed, compact, ventral, pre- or postequatorial. Seminal
receptacle large, usually anterodorsal to ovary. Laurer's
canal not observed. Vitellaria divided into two {a
preovarian and a postovarian) groups of digitiform lobes
in type genus, but may consist of one group of seven
lobes. Uterus first descending to posterior extremity,
then ascending, occupying most or all available space of
hindbody; eggs small, embryonated. Excretory arms
united anteriorly. Gastrointestinal parasites of marine
teleosts.
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Hemiuridae. BoJv
long, slender. smooch. Preoral lobe prominen ·
Oral sucker anJ pharynx 9.·ell developed; cela
terminating near posterior extremity. A,ecabulum anterior, with a pair of mus1.ular acle,;sory
adhesive flaps immeJiacdy behmJ. Te<1tes ran
dem, ventral, in midregion of body. Semindl
vesicle winding. prosraric cells wdl developt-d
both between a(etabulum ,ind anterior testi,;.
Ductus hermaphroditilus endoseJ in hermaph
roditic pouch. Genital pore posrbifurcal. Ovary
distinctly lobed, ventral, posttt•stilular; semina l
receptacle present. I..aurer's canal? Vitdlaria
consisting of two groups of digiriform lobes.
Uterus first descending ventrally to near posterior extremity, then ascending dorsally. Excrecory vesicle terminal, bifurcating into wide
lateral arms united anteriorly.
Sl'BFAMIL\' DIAGNOSIS:

Hcmiu.ridoc

QIUldrifoliof)mllm ~ YAMfl<iUTJ,
GENERIC DIAGNOSIS: Hemiuridac, Quadrifoliovariinae. Body slender, tapered at both nuemiries. Oral sucker subterminal, directly followed by muscular pharynx; esophagus abort,
muscular; ceca terminatill8 blindJy near poaerior exrremiry. Acetabulum rransv~ly elongate, in anterior third of body; postacerabular
muscular flaps constricted near an,erior end.
Tesces directly tandem, in equatorial aoar. Vu
deftrens swollen proximally imme,diately in
fronr of anterior testis, but tapered and convoluted as it proceeds anteriorly; pars prostarica
urrounded by compact layer of proarate «Us,
immediately anterior to winding tubular seminal veside; ejaculatory duct narrow, straight,
running alongside terminal portion ol uterus.
Ductus hermaphroditicus slender, unarmed. lDUlcular, extremely long when fully evened; hermaphroditic pouch elliptical to oval, thinwalled. Genital pore midvenrraJ, shonly post·
bifurcal. Ovary four-lobed, in anterior pan of
posterior half of body. Receptaculum seminis
voluminous, immediately antc-rodonal to onry.
Vitellaria divided into two ( an anterior and
a posterior) groups of digitiform lobn, lar~ly
overlapping OVU)'. Uterus extending backward
and then forward dorsaJ to ovary and tesces;
metraterm nor differentiated; eggs elliptical,
small, embryonated. Excretory vesicle divided
near posterior extremity into two wide lateraJ
arms running forward and uniting dorsal to
oral sucker or pharynx. Castro-intestinal parasites of marine teleosts.
lYPE SPECIES: Q. p,i1ch11rdi n. sp., in N•Jo
,mi:ornis; Hawaii.
<A posteriorly mutilated specimen of this
species, collected by Dr. H. L Ching, stained
with carmine and mounted in balsam was
kindly submitted to me by Mrs. Mary Hanson
Pritchard, together with her sketches and description; for these I am gre-atly indebted, because this slide showed the anterior union of
the excretory arms and the srrunure.\Tpf -the
terminal genitalia more dearly than qjy owr,
specimens stained with Heidenhain's he,na.toxylin. This is why I prefer co dedicJce the
species in question to our ec;reeme<l fellow ·axonomist, Mrs. Pritchard. )

/fb5

DISl t'SSION From rhe inrcrnal .1narom
thf' ~eniralia ar Sttm~ l<" rta m 1'1 J t thi genu
relareJ ro lauhastc.rmae Odhner. 190". On t
ocher hand it be-..r~ a lf'rtam resemblan e t
Accarnelaidu U)U- . 19 I .? • m • ·hich ho e er.
c'·e exaemry stc-ms ar'-' 11,actd dorsall
n
venrrall)· m the hin lbt,J,· bu· l.u eralh- ;n ch
furebody and nor unueJ ~nteriorl)· Th paired
posracetabular flaps should be regarded .a.s an
acceuory adhesi,·e or,tan • ith uc p.rt11~ tJ.
r.omic importaR(e. I prefer. ch refore, to pr ~ a n~- subfamil)' Quadrif lim-ariin..e an
place it nrar u- ·irha tc-nnae Odhner. I()()~ an
Trifoliovar1inae Yamaguri. 19~8

hcwiu, -~ dne

6. Q,,Mlnfolio1·,i11• f'Nlch,di l'I 8tA ., A sp. y,qh1,4tilJT/.; /966
fa,< .:!A - 8
HABITAT Stom.Alh .rnd p)·loril le<:a of N ,u o
Nflkonti1 ( local name · kala" 1: Hawaii.
HOLcnYP! . U. S. N•t. Mus. Hdm. Coll .. S.Y
No. 24.
~IP110N ( b.lsed on t 7 whole mounts l
Body rlongatr. q•lindr1ul. smooth. 71.0-9.0 mm
long by 0 .2-0.6 mm wide, capered at each ex crrmr rnd Mouth Opt'ning nmrosub:ermm.illy .
Oral t1K.ker 0.l l-0 .28 • 0.15-0.29 mm. s:.ir mounrrJ by rounded wnilal preoral lobe 4090 #£ thick, direnly follm,,·ed by well-developed
pharynx O.o<>-0. l 5 mm long by 0.08-0.1 5 mm
wide; esophagus 80-2.!0 µ long. pronded with
well-developed longicudinal muscle fibers . Cec,1

..

t,/J

ararively wide, lermtnaung at different

Ie 11d~ near posterior exuemtty. Acetabulum
wi4er than long, 0.23-0.42 mm in transverse
<11itmeter, situated in posterior half of anterior
-third of body, with a pair of muscular, auricu/p.r ventrolateral lobes immediately behind;
,!tUh of these lobes is conscricced near its ancetior end. 0.27-0.73 mm long, widest at middle
of elliptical posterior portion; each lobe con.sisfs almost exclusively of dorsoventral muscle
fibers, but some fibers which are loca:ed dose
to the poinr where the lobe is attached co the
6ody are continued into the body parenchyma,
.So that the postacecabular lateral area of the
ho dy shows a dense marginal layer of strong
transverse muscles.
T estes rounded, 0.1-0.26 X 0.11-0.7> mm,
dr rt:uly tandem in ventral pare of midregion of
body. Seminal vesicle saccular, up to 0.1:1, mm
w ide immediately in from of anterior cestis.
I.ti henle it tapers and passes into a much c01led
tubular portion. Pars prostatica 0 .12-0J5 mm
I ong. ~urrounded by a dense coat of prostate
cells which is well delimited from the sur·
rounding parenchyma. Ejaculatory duce follow; mg pars prostacica long and narrow, uniting
with uterus at base of hermaphroditic pouch.
Hermaphroditic duct muscular, smooth, convo/ ured in hermaphroditic pouch, up to 0.4 mm
/ ong when fulJy evened; hermaphrodiric pouch
elliptical to pyriform, 0.08-0.26 X 0.06-0.2
mm, with cumpararively thin walls of mainly
/ ongirudinal muscle fibers, a little posterior to
lncestinal bifurcation; genital pore midventral,
.44-0.8:1, mm from head end.

Ovary divided into four spherical m oval.
ubcqual lobes, measuring 0.1 ,-0.4 mm longi~dinally as a whole, situated ventrally at
posrerior part of middle third of body. Seminal
receptacle voluminous, inverred rerorr-shaped,
0.08-0.4 mm in transverse diameter, situated
immediately amerodorsal to ovary wirh its dis tal end produced backward. Shell gland complex
1mmediatdy posterodorsal to ovary. Vitellaria
divided into two rosette-shaped groups which
.ire uniced cogecher by a longitudinal collecting
duct passing between the two ventral ovarian
lobes, each group (onsisting of six or seven digttiform lobes totaling 12 or 14; anterior group
0verlapping O\·ary and seminal re(epcade: poscerio: group ventral ro shell gland, with forwardiy directed lobes o\'erlapping ovary. Uterus
descending near venrr.11 cuticle down co cecal
ends where it turns dorsad and ascends dorsal to
the descending portion, ovary. seminal receptacle and testes. Anterior cu the testes it runs
alongside the male dut.:r and finally joins the la rter ar base of hermaphroditil pomh where ic i
provided wich a sm.1II sphinner. Uterine eggs
numerous, ell1priul. opc.·rcul.m:. embryonared.
25-~0 ~- t:!-16 µ in lift. Excrerory ,·t:side cylindrical. 80 · .,0 ,.. in larer.11 view in the type.
with terminal pore: d1\'1Jed anrenorly into two
wide lateral .urns runnin~ for~:ard .ind reaching
to oral sulker or pLi.u~·nx • ·here they unite dorsaUy In the youn,t "f1t°\lmt-n , mm long rhe twn
lateral excretory um!I are in Jir~r lontacr with
each ot~r in meJian lane behmJ the aceubulum

Quadrifoliovarium pritchardae
Yamaguti, 1965
HosT: Naso sp.; unicorn fish; Acanthuridae.
LocATION: Intestine.
NuMBER: Two from one host.
.
The species name, originally spelled. pritchardi, should be pritchardae. The spec1~s w~s
described from Naso unicornis (Forskal) m
Hawaii.
ll .
No Digenea were found in the fo owm? 13
species of fishes; Abudefduf septemfasciatus
(Cuv. and Val.), a bonito, Caranx sp., ~haetodon
sp "communard" Gerres sp., Lethrinus nebula;~ (F orskal) , 'M ylio berda ( F orskal) , Peracanthurus teuthis Fowler, Polyamblydon sp.,
Scatophagus argus (Linn.) , Siganus 01anim
( Bloch and Schneider) , and Sillago sihama
(Forskal). Since only one specimen of m?st
of these fishes was examined, these negative
findings are not significant. A total of 49
species of fishes were examined in New Caledonia.
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214. Qru,drifoliowrium pritcbardae Yamaguti, 1965*
(Fig. 214)

HABIT AT: Stomach and pyloric ceca of Naso unicornis
(local name "kala"); Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63523.
DESCRIPTION (based on 17 whole mounts): Body
elongate, cylindrical, smooth, 3.0-9.0 mm long by 0.20.6 mm wide, tapered at each extreme end. Mouth
opening ventrosubterminally. Oral sucker 0.11-0.28
X O. l S-0. 29 mm, surmounted by rounded conical preoral
lobe 40-90 µ thick, directly followed by well developed
pharynx 0.06-0.15 mm long by 0.08-0.15 mm wide;
esophagus 80-220 µ long, provided with well-developed
longitudinal muscle fibers. Ceca comparatively wide,
terminating at different levels near posterior extremity.
Acetabulum wider than long, 0.23-0.42 mm in transverse
diameter, situated in posterior half of anterior third of
body, with a pair of muscular, auricular, ventrolateral
lobes immediately behind : each of these lobes is
constricted near its anterior end, 0.27-0.73 mm long,
widest at middle of elliptical posterior portion; each
lobe consists almost exclusively of dorsoventral muscle
fibers, but some fibers which are located close to the
point where the lobe is attached to the body are
continued into the body parenchyma, so that the postacetabular lateral area of the body shows a dense marginal
layer of strong transverse muscles.
Testes rounded, 0.1-0.26 X 0.11-0.3 mm, directly
tandem in ventral part of midregion of body. Seminal
vesicle saccular, up to 0.13 mm wide immediately in
front of anterior testis, whence it tapers and passes into
a much coiled tubular portion. Pars prostatica 0.12-0.3S
mm long, surrounded by a dense coat of prostate cells
which is well delimited from the surrounding parenchyma.
Ejaculatory duct following pars prostatica, long and
narrow, uniting with uterus at base of hermaphroditic
pouch. Hermaphroditic duct muscular, smooth, convoluted in hermaphroditic pouch, up to 0.4 mm long when
fully everted;herrnaphroditic pouch elliptical to pyriform,
0.08-0.26 X 0.06-0.2 mm, with comparatively thin walls
of mainly longitudinal muscle fibers, a little posterior to
intestinal bifurcation; genital pore rnidventral, 0.440.83 mm from head end.
Ovary divided into four spherical to oval, subequal
lobes, measuring 0.13-0.4 mm longitudinally as a whole,
situated ventrally at posterior part of middle third of
body. Seminal receptacle voluminous, inverted retortshaped, 0.08-0.4 mm in transverse diameter, situated
immed~ely anterodorsal to ovary with its dist~ end
* Original specific name pritchardi emended in accordance with
ICZN Article 31.

produced backward. Shell gland complex immediately
posterodorsal to ovary. Vitellaria divided into two
rosette-shaped groups which are united together by a
longitudinal collecting duct passing between two ventral
lobes; each group consisting of six or seven digitiform
lobes totaling 12 or 14; anterior group overlapping ovary
and seminal receptacle; posterior group ventral to shell
gland, with forwardly directed lobes overlapping ovary.
Uterus descending near ventral cuticle down to cecal
ends where it turns dorsad and ascends dorsal to the
descending portion, ovary, seminal receptacle, and testes.
Anterior to the testes it runs alongside the male duct
and finally joins the latter at the base of the hermaphroditic pouch where it is provided with a small sphincter.
Uterine eggs numerous, elliptical, operculate, embryonated, 25-30 X 12)16 µ in life. Excretory vesicle
cylindrical, 80 X 70 µ in lateral view in the type, with
terminal pore, divided anteriorly into two wide lateral
arms running forward and reaching to oral sucker or
pharynx where they unite dorsally. In the young
specimen 3 mm long the two lateral excretory arms are
united in median line behind the acetabulum.
DISCUSSION: From the internal anatomy of the
genitalia it seems certain that this genus is related to
Lecithasterinae Odhner, 1905. On the other hand it
bears a certain resemblance to Accacoeliidae Looss 191 2
in which, however, the excretory stems are l~cated
dorsally and ventrally in the hind body but laterally in the
forebody and are not united anteriorly. The paired
postacetabular flaps should be regarded as an accessory
adhesive organ.
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SATURNIUS Manter, 1969

Gc11erii; diagnosis of Sat1m1itts - Hemiuridae. Lecithasterinac. Body i:;mall; with circular
tla11ges, one at level of oral sucker, the other just posLerior to acetabulum. Intestinal caeca ending
blindly. Hindbody divided internally into four segmentlike parts by partitions formed by compact
fibers. Testes tandem, in separate compartments. Seminal vesicle saccular; pars prostatica short;
sinus sac pyriform. Ovary and single vitellarium in 4th, or posterior segment; seminal receptacle
lacking; uterus largely divided into segments by partitions. Stem of excretory vesicle short;
arms uniting dorsal to pharynx. Type species: S. segmentatus.

Discussion - This peculiar, very small hemiurid is most nearly related
to Bunocotyle Odhner, 1928, the single species of which, B. ringulata Odhner.
19.28, is found in Perea fluviatilis L. and Arerina rernua (L ) in streams connecting with the Baltic Sea. Another rt>lated genus is Pseudobunorntylr
\'arnaguti, 196:i, from Clranos chnnos (Forsk :d), a marine fish, in I lawaii.
Both of these genera have the ridges near the oral sucker and acetabulu111,
and rounded, tandem gonads. However, i>oth lack t lw internal pscudosegmentation. Bunocotyle has caeca uniting posteriorly; I'setuloln111nr-atyle has t \\' O
vitelline masses and a seminal receptacle.
Chabaud & Biguet (1955) described the life cycle of B. cingulata \\hich
matures progenetically in a copepod, Poppel/a quernei Richard. The molluscan
host was llydrob£a slaf!.nalis Bastes. The habitat \\ as a brackish water pond
in eastern France. Thus, although the fish hosts have been freshwater species,
the genus evidently has marine affinities.
Chanos, the host of Pseudobunocotylr, is not closely related to lvfugil
but both fishes are ptrnt feeders capable of Jiving in fresh water and both
are widely distributed. The occurrence of Bunowtyle in European waters so
far removed from the Pacific and I ndo-Pacific is not explainable at the present
time.
The presence of fibrous septa at definite intervals along the body is unique
among trematodes. It may be associated with the relatively large eggs and
1 hin-\\'alled, nonmusc11lar uterus. All specimens show the eggs separated intn
:-..idike 1·omp,~•ot:; ap1;l',ll i1tg like q.~g~ i11 pruglu~b ul - ,-L- ldl~~t~ ,-,1. ;\t
lea:-H so111e of the fibers of the septa are apparently attached to the body \\all
laterally, some extend transversely. some bend ventrally. and most are dorsoventral. Co11tradio11 of tlte:'._c tibc~-~ould pn.'bably enlarge that part of tltt·

uterus lying dorsal to them and permit eggs to move forward. The intestiudl
caeca penetrate between fibers, becoming constricted at that point. Toto111ou11ts show no evidence of the presence of the partitions externally, hence
tl1t>y could hardly function in body movements.

Saturnius Manter, 1969, emended

Diagnosis: Hemiuridae, Bunocotylinae. Body small, about 1 mm or less,
aspinose but with minute ccrregations or papillae, possessing muc;cular flanges
at or near levels of oral sucker and acetabulum. Acetabulum usually larger than
oral sucker. Pr~pharynx lacking. Esophagus approximately length of pharynx.
(;aeca termi~ating blindly. Forebody and hindbody both divided internally
into segment-like partitions by means of compact fibrous septa; testes occupying
separate segments immediately anterior to large posterior segment possessing
o,·ary and single compact· vitellari um. Cells in com pact masses and also single
large cells distributed throughout body. Seminal vesicle sacrate or sinuous.
Prostatic cells surrounding prostatic vesicle or duct. Sinus sac containing male
duct, metraterm, eversible hermaphroditic duct, and small cells. Seminal receptacle lacking. Genital pore median, usually at level of sepa near middle
of forebody. Excretory vesicle \'-shaped with short posterior muscular portion;
arms branching from thin-walled stem and uniting dorsally approximately at
pharyngeal level. Parasitic in stomach of mullet. Type species: Saturnius
scgm~ntattts.

_)

Hemiuridae
Remarks on Saturnius Manter, 1969, by Overstreet (1977)
Discussion. Unique! for species of S'l.turnius are the septa in both the
forebody and hindbody and possibly the specialized cells in the pseu<losegments.
Even though similar to species of Bunocotyle Odhner, I 928, because they
passess a single vitellarium, species of Saturnius differ from them by having
a sinus sac and lacking posteriorly united caeca. Other specie~ of bunocotylines
with flanges encircling the body near the oral sucker and posterior margin
elf. the acetabulum include those of Theletrum Linton, 1910, and Pseudobunocotyla Yamaguti, I 965. In addition to lacking septa, they differ from species
of Saturnius by having two compact vitelline masses and apparently a seminal
receptacle.
The shape of the oral sucker constitutes the easiest single character to
separate species of Saturnius. Conspicuous muscular papillae adorn the sucker's
equator of S. segmental us. One to three small ridg~s occur around the sucker
of living S. maurepasi; but fixed ones usually just reveal a muscular thickening
at the equator. The ventral portion of the sucker is less than the dorsal, but
not nearly as much as in that of S. mugilis, which lacks any ridges but
possesses a muscular thickening at the basal portion. The sucker-shape for S.
papernai resembles a thick-sided cup with a flared anterior border.
Several other differentiating characteristics exist, but are harder to determine or observe. Relative lengths of segments differ (Figs. 5 to 8) . The most
robust species, S. papernai, has a relatively short posterior major segment.
Of the others, S. rnaurepasi has a relatively longer segment located just anterior to the one containing .the forward testis than the other species. At least
some fixed specimens of S. mugilis do not passess the septum at the level of
the genital pore. )h~ structure of the prostatic complex and shape of the
seminal vesicle also~ '}~11.fthe four species (Figs. 9 to 12), but often each individual does not provide a good example; additional specimens of S. segmentatus
and S. mugilis will -probably portray better examples than I illustrated. Most
meristic features such as sucker-width ratio and egg-size overlap among som~
of the species and are not as useful as sucker-shape to quickly differentiate
species.
These and other undescribed forms probably have been overlooked because
of their site. Even though I saw a few specimens in the lumen of the pyloric
stomach, the grinding "gizzard", of mullet in Mississippi and Sinai, many
more occurred embedded between the stomach lining and the layer of glandular cells (Figs. 13 and 14) . The lack of an inflammatory response indicates
a well-adapted host-parasite relationship. I assume because of the sperm packed
in the terminal genitalia of Manter's specimens and the everted hermaphroditic
ducts in Yamaguti's, in addition to the low number of specimens described by
ooTh authors, that ~worms had undergone stress ·and were not in their normal
histozoic site.
Flanges serve the species well, at least for locomotion, by allowmg individuals to hold a portion of their bodies in place within tissue while other
portions move. In addition to the active oral suckers, the septa] and other muscles permit _ rolling or spiralling, although worms sometimes quickly become
inactive after being placed in saline. The functions of the cellular bodies
and large single cells within the segments are presently unknown, but presumably they respond to a worm's histozoic life, its migration, or its problems
resulting from segmentation.
Species of Saturnius have evolved differently · than assumed for most trematodes. Noble and Noble (1971 :572) and others state, and I believe correctly,
that parasites usua11y develop slower than their hosts. In the case of Saturnius,
all species infect Mugil cephalus. I carefully examined for species of Saturnius
in a few specim·e ns of most Mediterranean and Red Sea mullets other than M.
cephalus without success. The worms apparently evolved in spite of the host's
integrity, although other mugilid hosts may exist. The reason for such a process

-0IIE1'-

may be simple: geographic isolation and different molluscan hosts. TypicaJiy,
adult M. cephalus remain near shore except when spawning. Presently, any
discussion on how, when, and from where the parasites obtained their present
status constitutes unnecessary speculation. The point remains that isolation
in different intermediate hosts could have resulted in, at least, the four weJIdifferentiated and geographically isolated species. If this report stimulates
examination of mullet from different localities, some encountered worms probably will be new species and different forms.
Of the four species, S. segmentntus most closely resembles species of Bunocotyle because it has muscular oral papillae. Based on the relatively short
po5terior partition, the relatively large prostatic vesicle, and the cup-shaped
oral sucker, S. papemai is the least related of the species to S. segmentatus.
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Salurnius se~mentatus n g:@n.,
(Fig. 1-5)

R fl~

/\11ANr£~, /'/(,9

Host - Mugi/ cephalus I..; Mugilidae; mullet. llabitaJ - stomach. Locality:•- Wynn1111
(Jueensland, Australia. Number - 8 specimens in 1; 1 in another; 5 hosts examined.)lolotype
l SNM Helminth. Cell. No. 71219.
Description (based on 9 specimens; measurements on 5) - Small, elongate, smooth bodied
hemiurids, without ecsoma. Forebody tapering anteriorly, hindbody of almost uniform width
,interior end more or iess pointed; posterior end truncate; six papillae arranged around posterior
»nd (Fig. 2). Length 661-866; width 148-159. Preoral lobe well developed. Oral sucker 62 <1'
w;de; acctabulum 93-101 wide. Sucker ratio 1 :1.44 to 1. 6. Forebody 171-205 long, or about ! 1
body length. Two flanges or ridges encircling body, one at posterior edge of mouth; another
1
111ore conspicuous) just po~terior to acetabulum. lateral edges of body at level of JHJsterior
11Jn.1e elevated to a nipple.,,h.1pcd tip and prO\ ideu with co11n•ntric muscles (Fig-. 1J .. \ pair of
\, ry large cells (up to JO in diameter) directly beneath the postacetabular ri<lge, one <,n ench
·11fe lateral to caecum (Fi~. J ,.
l'harynx 31 -Jo long X 3, wide; oesophagus almost as long as pharynx; precaecal saco:,
r,rc-!'ent; ,,1eea extending to near pr ,terior end of body, ,.. ,1"11 hlindly. 1lindhorlv divided internally Ly four, trani.\erse, libro11s, septalike partitions 1c:,ult1ng III fonr tandem segments ut
increal>ing sile; largr!:'t (posrerior) segment .?5(}-H 1J long or more th;in } total body lengrh and
:1.hout same length as, or longer than, preceding three segments tug-ether. Partitions consisting <if
numerous thick fibers mostly dorso \"entral !Jut becoming traosver:-e near dorsal surface (Fig. -~J.
lnlestinal caeca constricted when passing through partitions l ll'r11s "\\ith eggs accumulated in
each segment; uterus presumably continuouo; probably by way of a thin dorsal passage ar le.1st
when septa! fibers contract.
Testes smooth, tandem, in sc>parate segments; anterior testis between 2nd and 3rd partit ions; posterior testis between 3rd and ➔ th partitions. Seminal vesicle at anterior ed.~e of acl'f ahulum, saccular, recurved or bent once; prostatic cells few. Sinus snc pyriform (fig. 5); with small
:pherical basal sac containing sperm cells, and thick-walled genital sinus about half leng1 h of
s:w. < ;en ital pore a transYerse slit near leYel of caecal bifurcation.
Ovary glouular, immediately posterior to 4th partition; seminal receptacle la<-king; sperm
rt !Is ir1 early coils of uterus. Vitellarium single, 11nmediately pr,stoyarian, larger than l)\·ary.
I ·1erus divjded by body septa into five sacs probably connected dorsally. Eggs large relativf' to
body size, 26-28 X 12-13.
Excretory vesicle with short stem; arms uniting dorsal to pharynx.
The name Saturni us is from Saturn (because of the body rings or flanges); and segmrnl,1/us
suggested by the segmented appearance of the hinJ!Jody.
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s,,iurnius segmentalus Manter, 1969
Figs. 1, 5, and 9
Synonym: Saturni11s ,1,eg111entatus ;\lanter, 1969.
Ho:.t: Mugil cepha/1ts.
Site: "Stomach."
Locality: Wynnum: Queensland, Australia.
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~-Fig. I. Cephalic region of Saturnius segmenlatus, lateral dew showing shape of oral sucker
and location of muscular papillae.
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Specimens examined: Holotype, USNM Helm. Coll. N<.> 71219; paratypes,
Univ. Nebraska State Museum, Manter Lab. Nos. A53a and A58a, 4 specimens.
(Figs. 1 a 8.)
Remq,rks: From examining type material of S. segmentatus, I noted several
characteristics that should be added to the original description. Lpcated about
the circumference at approximately ·the equatorial level of the oral sucker
appear 10 muscular papillae (Fig. 1) . Considerable solid muscle also occurs
at the base of the sucker. Additional septa exist. One major one transverses _
the forebody and forms the · "precaecal sacs" (Fig. 5). Less prominent, but
probably just as functional are a few fibers extending from the oral sucker
to margins of the forebody and others transversing near- the posterior end. The
latter fibers form a septum compartmentalizing the thick-walled posterior portion of the excretory vesicle and bar the uterus from reaching the posterior
tip of the body. Cells similar to the large previously-described single cells
(Manter, 1969) reaching up to 35 µ near the flange at the acetabular level
also occur throughout the worm. Additionally, clumps of smaller cells situate
at the peripheries of the partitions, and similar appearing ones associate with the
terminal genitalia, the pharynx, and -posterior portion of the excretory vesicle.
A prostatic vesicle apparently exists (Fig. 9) , but is not the spherical basal
sac in the '·'sinus sac" as asserted by Yamaguti (l 971 :284). Confirmation should
come from material lacking sperm in the distal portions of the terminal genitalia. I consider a prostatic vesicle that swollen portion of the male duct
containing large, lightly staining, anucleate, membrane-bound bodies. These
bodies protrude into or completely occupy the enlarged area. When elongated,
the vesicle can be called a prostatic duct or tube.
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Saturnius maurepasi s ~ . OviZl!...f. ;;e.
Figs. 2, 3, l 0 and J 3
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Description _(based o~ 37 mounte<l an<l few living specimem): Body elongate
gradually _tapering anteriorly, 497 to l,085 long by 77 to 139 wide at acetahuJa/
flange; w1~th l l to 22% of body length with · pt:rcentage greater for small
worms and lower for large worms; rounded posterior end truncate<l, corn.tricte<l
ventral po~tion slightly ~hallower, with .solid muscular thickening at margin
of equatonal level occas1onaIIr for_min~ _minute ridge dorsally and laterally,
~ to 42 long by 33 to 48 wtde; m hvmg worm sucker active and variable
m shape, mus~ular equato~ial ridge usually conspicuous and often acting as
edge of suckers base, an tenor border also acting as ridge, third ridge midway
later_ally in _living worm and forming tail, without terminal papillae, occasionally
partially withdrawn and appearing as ecsoma (Fig. 3). Preoral <lorsal lip wide,
~orly developed. ~lange at level of oral sucker continuous around bo<ly, considerably less prominent ventrally. Oral sucker subterminal, circular in .outline.
between two others. Acetabulum 46 to 75 long by 49 to 77 wide . Sucker-width
ratio I: l.3 to l.8. Forebody 25 to 34% of body length. · Pseudosegments as
illustrated (Figs. 2 and 6), although additional muscle fibers forming less
prominent partitions; fibers in anterior of worm extending from anterior end
of pharynx directly to margin of fore body and also . to oral sucker; fibers in
posterior of worm extertding transversely near slightly protruding initiation
of rounded posterior end· and also ~iagonally; anterior major septum 13 to
20% of body length from anterior end; second major septum near anterior
of acetabulum; third major partition, or segment, relatively short, occupying
acetabular region with flange; fourth ·segment 8 to 12% of body length from
flange; fifth and sixth segments roughly the same lengths as previous segment,
6 to 12 and 7 to 12% of body length, respectively; seventh, and final, major
segment including posterior minor segment 173 to 373 or 30 to 37% of body
length. Cellular masses present in all major segments, usually elongate, as
hort as 11 near pharynx to as long as 52 near midbody; large single cells
also in all or most segments, usually elongated, 6 to 20 long. Material forming
coalesced strings and masses extruded from _pore located near lateral bulge at
posterior end of body of living worm.
Pharynx 22 to 32 long by 19 to 33 wide. Esophagus thick walled, slightly
longer or shorter than pharynx depending on state of contraction at fixation,
surrounded by gland cells. Caeca terminating near minor septum at posterior
end of body. "P:recaecal sacs" of Manter not resulting from septum but by few
muscular fibers, epithelium same as that of more posterior C4eca. (Figs. 9-12.)
Testes smooth or irregular, in fifth and sixth major segments, usually
tandem and median but occasionalJy slightly diagonal, ventral or nearly so;
anterior testis 28 to 55 long by 30 to 62 wide; posterior testis 29 to 58 by
38 to 71. Sinus sac thick walled; containing thick-walled, finely-corregated,
muscular, partially eversible hermaphroditic duct, also metraterm, short and
occasionally swolJen male duct, and roundish cells. Seminal vesicle thick-walled,
elongate, sinuous, usually extending to anterior level of acetabulum. Sperm
50 to 55 long. Prostatic cells relatively large, usually forming compact layer
dorsal and lateral to relatively moderately-sized prostatic vesicle but occasionally
surrounding entire complex. Genital atrium shallow; pore m_edian, at or near
level of major anterior septum.
Ovary in last major segment, ventral or nearly so, smooth to irregular,
wider than long, 26 to 70 long by 39 to 91 wide. Mehlis'· gland conspicuous.
Vitellarium smooth to irregular, 11 to 19% of body length from worm's posterior end, more voluminous than ovary, 57 to 106 long by 44 to 94 wide,
contiguous with or slightly separated from ovary. Uterus filling most of partitions, extending posterior to vitellarium but not into small posterior partition,
passing ventral to prostatic complex. Eggs from anterior of worm 17 to 26 long
by 10 to 16 wide, 24 to 30 by 12 to 16 in three living worms.
Excretory vesicle consisting of posterior muscular sac within small posteriormost segment and anterior .thin-walled, narrow extension winding anteriorly to septum at lev.el of acetabular flange at which point two arms
branching and then at or near pharyngeal level uniting dorsally; subspherical
material noticeable in some living material; pore terminal.
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Type host: Mugil cephalus.
Sites: Primarily under lining of pyloric stomach, rarely in lumen.
Locality: Mississippi Sound and adjacent water.
Holotype: British Museum (Natural History) Reg. Ne:> 1975.9.29.1.
.
Para types: Reg. Ne:> 1975.9.29.2-3; USN M Helm. Coll. Ne:> 73270 (2 specimens);
University of Nebraska State Museum, Manter Lab. Ne:> 20247 (2 specimens).
Remarks. The gernuve masculine name maurepasi honors the short-lived
Fort Maurepas, the first French colony on the Gulf of Mexico, which Pierre
Le Moyne d'Iberville established in I 699 at the· type locality of the digenean,
now known as Ocean Springs, Mississippi.

~ig_s. 1,.14. 13 .. Section of cephalic region of Salllrniw maurepasi underlying
hnmg of py!onc stomach. Nole slight alleration of adjacent glandular cell layer
and lack of inflammatory reaction. 14. High magnification of pre, ious photograph.
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Subfamily BUNOCOTYLINAE Dollfus, J 450
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$YU. 149. Bunocotyle mugilis ~ - "lll#IIUitJf'l7
(Fig. 149)
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HABITAT: Stomach of Mugil cephalus Uocal name
..ama'ama"); Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE; U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63747.
DESCRIPTION (based on six whole mounts): Body
subcylindrical, 0.4-0 75 mm long, 0.08-0.15 mm wide at
level of postacetabular ridge which projects all round the
body in form of a belt of lamellar muscles. Oral collar
encircling oral sucker laterally and dorsally but not
ventrally. Mouth ventroterminal. Oral sucker 35-50 X 4270 µ, muscular; pharynx comparatively large, 23-35
X 21-3 7 µ, esophagus 23-3 5 µ long; ceca wide m fon: body,
apparently united behind vitelline gland. A1,;eta !um
80-90 µ m diameter, at posterior end of anterior th
of
y or at its junction with middle third. Pustacetabular
0.13-0.15 mm in transverse diamefor, 11t anterior
f middle third of body.
stes oval, 35-70 X 4o-58 µ, directly tandem, dos
t > ventral u iule in middle third of body. Seminal ves1de
eltiptical
rge, 65-95 )c 2h-42 µ, provided with w 11
devel.>p
~pual muscle fibers, overlapping acetabul m
pc,i.tenorly The narrow duct arising from the ante I r
end of the seminal vesicle describes a s1gmo1d curv
a
lead mto the e1a~ulatory duct which is ndosed
conspicuous bulb of circular and longitudinal muscle
fibers. 11w, ejaculatory bulb, 48 X 28 µ in the type, joms
the metraterm to form an evers1ble hermaphroditic duct.
When everted, the hermaphroditic duct is smooth,
cylindnc..al, 42-51 µ long by 14-21 µ wide. fhere
n>
pro!'>tcitic complex as observed by Odhner (19 28 l in
Burwcoryle cmgulata. It seems certain that Odhner
interpreted the eJaculatory bulb as pars prostatica. Geri1tal
pore wide, median, ventral to intestinal bifurcation.
Ovary oval, 35-58 X 46-70 µ, situated ventrally at
ant •nor end of posterior third of body. Seminal receptade
large, posterodorsal to ovary. Vitellaria represented by
a large, single, compact mass 70-116 µ long by 46-86 µ
wide, may be contiguous to ovary anteriorly. Utenne
coils occupying all available space of hind body, leaving
postenor tip of body free; metraterm ventral to seminal
vesicle and eiaculatoty bulb . Eggs elliptical, 21-25 X 1115 µ m life. Excretory pore terminal, arms unit

e d

artenorly don,al to esophagus.
DlSC'l'SSIO!'; Thi" species ditf rr from the on y known
specie , he genus, Bur1ncufl:lt> <ingulata uhner, 192
from l'tr<il J/uv,at,l1s ot Gr enl,md, m th egg.5 bein
t101..tly smaller The d1ft rence in the host species a
al o worth noting

l'l 11

Saturnius mugilis (Yamaguti, 1970) 1';omb
Figs. 8 and 12

A

Synonym: Bunocotyle mugilis Yamaguti, 1970.
Host: Mugil cephalus.
Site: "Stomach."
Locality: Hawaii.
Specimens examined: Holotype and one paratype, USNM Helm. Coll. Ne:>
63747.
Remarks: Examination of two specimens showed a few differences and suspected differences from the original description. The paratype revealed that
the flange around the oral s~c~e~ also ~;~jects ventrally, but only minimally.
Th~ metraterm, rather th_an JOtmng an. epculatory bulb" anteriorly near the
genital pore, enters the smus sac near its base (Fig. 12).
Apparently the harsh fixation of the specimens p_~:ecludes easy differentiation ofsome organs. The caeca seem to end blindly rather than unite behind
the vitellarium, a definite seminal receptacle was not apparent, and a prostatic
vesicle could be present. Because the latter structure occurs in the other species,
what appears Lo be it is indicated in Fig. 12. The presence of all the above
structures should be confirmed using additional specimens.
TJ-ie individuals also possessed segmentation as in• other species; however,
that septum ~ccurring in- other species near the genital. pore was either absent
or obscured in observed specimens ofS. mugzlis. The ventral portion of the
oral sucker is much shorter than the dorsal portion as illustrated by Yamaguti
(1970); also, extensive muscularization at the base of the sucker suggests an
'\bility for the sucker to exhibit forceful movements as in other species.
Even though additional specimens of Bunocotyle rnugilis should be examined for the anterior seplum, prostatic vesicle, and seminal receptacle, tJ1e
obvious partitioning of the hindbody and other characters corresponding t_o
the other three species of Saturnius reveal that it belongs in Saturnius as a new
combination.
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Hemiuridae

Saturnius papernai ~ - 0r.JGte STREE-71 l'/l-yFigs. 4, 7 and 11
Description (based on 28 mounted specimens) : Body elongate, usually
tapering anteriorly, 635 to 1,021 long by 93 to 190 wide at flange near acetabular level and 113 to 202 wide at posterior segment; posterior end obtuse,
without papillae. Preoral lip poorly developed, consisting of slight fleshy lobe
dorsally. Anterior flange continuous around worm, less prominent ventrally.
Oral sucker 38 to 64 long by 51 to 87 wide, cup-shaped with thick anterior
rim flared laterally when not withdrawn; flared rim causing additional collar
anterior to flange; anterior portion of sucker protrusible. Acetabulum 48 to
78 long by 51 to 90 wide. Sucker-width ratio I :0.8 to 1.3. Forebody 28 to 35%
of body length. Pseudosegments as illustrated (Figs. 4 and 7), although ad:
ditional fibers forming less prominent partitions in anterior 0£ worm extending
from posterior end of pharynx to oral sucker and posterior base of flange (fibers
also extending from base of flange to oral sucker and from sucker to margin
of forebody) and others in posterior of worm extending tr3:nsversely near slight
protrusion of insertion of rounded obtuse portion; anterior major septum 13
to 21 % of body length from anterior end; second major partition, or segment,
either Jonger or shorter than first depending on body's state of contraction
at fixation, almost always at acetabular level, 15 to 20% of body length; third
major segment with septum near base of flange, 6 to 9% of body length,
additional fibers extending between that base and a<:etabulum; fourth major
segment about s~me length as previous one; fifth .~nd sixth major segments
approximately same length, 9 to 14% and 11 to 16% of body length, respectively;
last major segment including posterior minor segment I 73 to 273 long or 23
to 31 % of body length. Cells similar to those in other species ocurring in
addition to larger cellular masses in most segments, 7 to 19 long.
Pharynx 30 to 48 long by 29 to 42 wide. Esophagus muscular, thick walled,
either slightly longer or shorter than pharynx depending ori state of contraction
at fixation, surrounded by gland cells. "Precaecal sacs" representing partitioning by anterior major septum; epithelium in lumen same as in remainder
of caeca. Caeca terminating near posterior end of body.
Testes smooth or irregular in fifth and sixth . major segments, almost always
diagonal but often one ventral and other dorsal; anterior testis 41 to 90 long
by 44 to 99 wide; posterior testis 52 to 99 by 45 to 116. Sinus sac thick walled,
containing muscular, partially eversible hermaphroditic duct, metraterm, short
male duct, and roundish cells. Seminal vesiclethick- walled, clavate, bending
dorsad near anterior border of acetabulum. Prostatic cells large, surrounding
approximately I /2 of sinus sac and seminal vesicle and all in between; prostatic vesicle relatively large, occasionally larger than seminal vesicle. Genital
atrium shallow; pore median, conspicuous at or near level o.f major anterior
septum.
.
Ovary in last major segment, irregular in shape, ventral, dextral to s1ms-tral, 46 to 87 long by 44 to 107 wide. Mehlis' gland conspicuous. Vitellarium
smooth to irregular, located 7 to 15% of body length from poste~ior end
but anterior to ·caecal "tips, contiguous with and larger than ovary, 67 to 145
lc:m g by 58 to 138 wid-e, medial cells often partially refractory to hematoxylin
stain. Uterus filling most of partitions, extending posterior to vitellarium,
passing ventral to prostatic complex·. Eggs from anterior of worm 20 to 32 long
b-y 10 to 17 wide.
Excretory vesicle consisting of posterior muscular sac with thin-walled narrow
extension winding anteriorly to septum near forward border of anterior testis
at which point two arms branching and then at or near pharyngeal level
uniting dorsally; arms typically harboring variable-sized subspherical bodies
in fixed material; posterior muscular sac partially extrusible and it, several
cellular masses, other cells associated with sac, and occasionally part of thinwalled extension confined by septum to posterior end of body; pore large,
terminal but often directed dorsally.
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Type host: Mugil cephalus.
Sites: Primarily under lining of pyloric stomach, rarely in lumen.
Locality: Bardawil Lagoon, northwestern Sinai.
.
Holotype: British Museum (Natural History) Reg. Nc:i 1975.9.29.4.
Paratypes: Reg. Nc:i 1975.9.29.5; USNM Helm. Coll. Nc:i 73271 (2 specimens);
University of Nebraska State Museum, Manter Lab. Nc:i 20248 (2 specimens) .
Remarks: The species is named after Ilan Paperna of The Heinz Steinitz
Marine Biology Laboratory _of The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Elat,
Israel, for his contributions to parasitology.
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE
HELMINTH FAUNA OF FUKIEN*
Part 3. Notes on Genarchnp~is cliinensis n. sp., its life history and morphology
C. C. TAXG

Life history studies on Hemiurid trematodes are few. Only ~ome accidental
observations on the larval stages developing in copepods, .4 ca1'tia, were recorded by
early investigators (Pratt 18~8; Lebour 1923, 1935). Dollfus (1923) descrjbed a cystophorous cercaria, Cercari.; calliostoma, 1 and expressed the .opinion that it is the larva of
a species of He11.i11rns. A more recent work is that of Hunninen and Cable (1911,
194:3) on Lecit,'wstcr con/11.-:.:ts: their study is to the best of the writer's knowledge the
only one giving complete accounts of the life history. The knowledge regarding the
biology of this group of tr<•matodes is extremely sc:mty in view of th<> grent nsscmhlnge
of species under Hemiuridne. involving six subfamilies.

In 194~, when the writer was in Shao-wu. Northwestern Fukien, he found a
species of Hemiurid trematode in the stomach of a Lsh. N.Mnogobi11S gt'urirms Rutter
(Gobiidae) taken from the Fu-tung stream. The worm was later connected with a
cystophorous cercaria from the same stream on both ecological and experimental
grounds. The study remained incomplete. but since for several years the writer has
had no chance to return to Shao-wu, it is thought dcsirnhle to make n hrief communication on those phase!> of the cycle which arc nlrendv known.
A detailed morphological study of the acJul t worm indicates that it belongs to
an undescribed species of the genus <,rnarcltof>st'.\ t<! which the name <,',•11,Lrc/111p.,is
chin1•n.,1's is proposed.
•Contribution trom the Institute of Znnlc,gy am\ Bntriny J'ukien Arackmy, and the Department nt
Biology, Fukicn Christian l'nivcrnity, Follchnw,
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Description of Genarchop~is chinensis n. sp.
This small trematode measures 1.088-1.36 mm in total length and 0.544 :mm
m width (Fig. 1). While fully mature worms are flat, the immature and less mature
ones are somewhat cylindrical in general shape. The maximum breadth is on the
level of the acetabulum. The body becomes narrower toward both en<ls. The oral
and ventral sue kers are both muscular . The former measures O.107-6 .111 mm in
diameter, while the latter measures O. lR---0.156 mm. The acetabulum is situated in
the middle of the body. The cuticle is unnrmed and smooth.
The mouth is directly co11.nected with the pharynx, which is globose in shape.
A short esophagus follows the pharynx. It divides into two intestinal crura, which
unite posteriorly to form a ring-like intestine. The loop of the ring does not extend to
the hind end of the body but only to the level of the testes, lying on their dorsal side.
The excretory bladder is a small triangular vesicle . It is connected with a long
median unpaired stem, which divides behind the acetabulum. The paired limbs run
anteriorward uniting on· the dorsal side of the pharynx.
Posterior to the ventral sucker, are two large testes·. The anterior testis
measures 0.149 by 0.107 mm, while the posterior one measures 0.171 by 0.128 mm in
diameter. From their anterior aspect two long vasa efferentia arise, running forward
and uniting in front of the acetabulum, where they are connected with the vesicula
seminalis. A real cirrus pouch is not present. The seminal vesicle, which describes
two turns, and the pars prostatica lie free in the parenchyma. The prostatic gland
with the ductus ejaculatorius is connected with the uterus to form a short and
swollen sinus, which is often found to be everted outwardly from ' the orifice. The
genital atrium is situated in the center of an elevation composed of radial muscle
fibers. The prostate cells are few.
The ,globular ovary measures 0.043 mm in diameter. It is situated posteriorly
to the testes. The curved oviduct arises from its lateral side, running posteriorward
and is joined first by a receptaculum seminis and then by the common vitelline duct.
The seminal receptacle is an oval sac lying on the dorsal side of the ovary. From its
anterior side arises Laurer's canal, which opens on the dorsal surface of the body. The
seminal receptacle in the living worm is full of actively moving spermatozoa. The
oviduct, after being joined by the vitelline duct, turns forward to the ootype surrounded
by a cluster of translucent unicellular shell-gl~nds. The uterus contlins a small number of -eggs. After a sinuous course leading from one side of the body to the other it
terminates at the sinus, and then opens through the genital atrium at the mid-ventral
region posterior to the oharynx. The whole uterus is filled with spermatozoa, mingling
with the eggs and crowded to its full capacity., a phenomenon unique in trematodes.
The vitelline glands are in the form of two compact bodies connected by transverse
vitelline ducts which join to form a common reservoir leading to the oviduc\_near the
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Junction of the seminal receptacle. The vitelline follicles on each side measure 0.04
to 0.05 mm in the longer axis and 0.025 mm in the shorter axis.
The egg is thin-shelled, oval in shape. In the proximal portion of the uterus
each egg contains a centrally situated egg cell and several yolk cells, while in the more
distal portion it contains a fully developed miracidium with black eye-spots. Th~ eggs
measure 0.047-0.062 mm in length and 0.022-0.03 mm in width. They are operculated and possess no filament (Fig. 3).
The genus Genarchopsis was erected by Ozaki in 1925, with G. guppo from
M ogu,nda obscuru as type species.
Y amaguti (1938) described G. an.guillae from
.Anguilla japonica. The present species differs from both of them in the absece of an
egg filament, the much smaller size of the ovary and in the presence of a seminal
receptacle. The modification of the whole uterus as a receptaculum seminis uterinum
is also a unique character.

Description of the larval stages
The cercaria.- The cercaria of Genarchopsis chinensis was obtained from
Pali,tlomus (Hemi11titra) tangi Chen, a snail from the same stream where adult GentJrchop~is occur, It belongs to the cystophorous type of cercaria. The body proper is
elongated in shape, tapering somewhat anteriorly. It measures 0.38-0.60 mm. in
length (average 0.468 mm) and 0.12-0.20 mm in its greatest width (average 0.168
mm). The tail of the cercaria including both the cystic bulb and t~e sl,ender tubular
portion reaches 2.83 mm in length (Fig. 11).

The oral sucker is antero-ventral in position measuring 0.06-0.094 mm in diameter (average 0.07 mm). Closely connected with the oral sucker is the pharynx which
is 0.021-0.031 mm in transverse section (average 0.03 mm). Behind the pharynx is
the short esophagus. It bifurcates into two intestinal crura, which unite posteriorly,
forming an intestinal ring. The muscular acetabulum is somewhat larger than the oral
sucker, measuring 0.075-0.102 mm in diameter (average 0.089 mm). A large excretory blad<:!er is situated in the hind part of the body with an excretory pore at the
middle of its posterior border. On its anterior side the bladder is connected with a
median stem, which proceeds anteriorward to about the hind border of the acetabulum
and diviees into two collecting tubes. They run obliquely on both sides to about one
third anterior to the intestinal crura. Here each tube divides again into an anterior
and a posterior branch. The anterior branch fuses with its mate from the other side
forming a loop situated on the dorsal side of the esophagus. The posterior branch
divides twice giving off four tubules, each with a flame cell at its tip. On the posterior
aspect of the bladder is the large caudal excretory vessel, which runs through the
bulbous part and the whole length of the tail, terminating at its posterior extremity.
Four flame cells were found in the bulb of the tail with two on each side of the caudal
excretory tube. The whole cercariu possesses twelve flame cells. The pattt:rn can be
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expressed in the following formula: 2 { (2 + 2) + ~} =12.

Tht' development of the

ccrcarial excretory system has been traced from the early ~erm ball stage to the mature
ccrcarin (Figs. 5-10). The c1.rlicst sign of the excretory system in the germ ball arc two
lateral tubules without any flame cells at the tip. Then the tubules curve posteriorly
and flickering cells soon apnc·1r. As the cercarial embryo elongates, the caudal
nortions of the tubules gradually fuse. The flame cells multiply and the anterior
excretory loo!) soon dcvclons. J\t the st:igc when the caudal ap1>endage and the tubular
tail t'.tkethcir shane, the main fcutur~ of the ct:r..::.uial ex,;retory system already
becomes csUtblished (Fig. 10).
The tail of the cercaria consists of a buluous nortion and n tubular portion. The
cystic hulb measures O.J:M. mm in length and 0.222 mm in transverse section. The
tubular portion is often 2.5 mm long. The bulb is made of hard an<l smooth cuticle.
Beneath the cuticle, a Liver of large cells with disttnct nuclei were observed. The
whole bulL ic, nyriform in shape. The body of the ccrcaria has been observed to be
completely cnve!oped by this cvstic bulb and also Pbscrvcd to emerge from its anterior
opening. A consnicuous laternl an;Jc:1chge nr1)jects from the anterior part of the bulb.
It me,sures 0.501 mm in length. /\pp1rcntlv it is a suctorinl <1rgan with a column of
ten tv eleven cells in the center and a hollow flap ut its tip. The cells contractile and
the hollo·w flap at the tip acts as a vacuum disk attaching to the substratum. By this
H!U.!:,.dage the cercaria can hold itself in place on the surface of a stone against the
s.veeping water current. The whole aopendage is connected with a column of cells in
the interior of the cystic bulb, enabling it to be withdrawn into the compartment.

The redia. The cercariri develops in a simnle reclia with a pharynx and a long
gut, connected bv a short esoph!igus. A birth pore is situ:ited ne'\r the pharynx {Fig. 4).
It poc:;sesses no muscular foot·likc struc!urcs. The recline measure 0.919-1.575 in
length and 0.32+·· o.:no .11m in width. The pharynx measures 0.036 - 0.07.2 mm by
0.o:n ---0.054- mm. The digestive gut is rt very long tube rc1ching Rlmost to the pos•
terior end of the bo<ly. It me:ts;..i~·es U. 691-1.17 mm in length and 0.05-0.07 mm in
width. A minute protuberance is pre5ent at the posterior extremity of the redia.
(Fig. 2)

Observr.i~ion! end experiments.- Observati<,ns were made on the ecology of
the molluscrtn and fish hosts. Rhinogobi11s giurinu., lives on the stream-bed among
stones and gr.tvcls, where the snnils. J>alttdum1,~ ( H,·,nimitru) f.mgi are numerous.
The incide·1cc of idcction in this g:1stron()d is 1.f}°/41 . ,\nother species of gastropod,
.w:t,"·"' ;oretiana Heude occurs in the s·1;ne cn\"ironmt•:it. It i~; also infected ~ith this
parasite. The incideace of infection is 1.7%. No other Hl'miurid ccrc:1riae were found
in these two soecies of molluscs nftcr the dissection of hrge number of specimens.
Three experiments were made to feed H.Mn.ogobi11s gwritws with longtailed
cystophorous cercarine dissected out from ec,fodomus ( II emimitra) tangi. The fishes
used were collected from a non-infected area. A large number of them were dissecftd
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and found to be free from infection before the remaining lot were used for experimental
purpose. On Nov. 28. 1Y4-:-l three small fishes were keµt in a small gins~; container
together with numerous cystophorous cercariae. Thcv were observed to swullow the
cercariae. Two davs later, they were autopsied. Only one very small immature &enarchops:s was found in the stomach of nne fish. On Uec. 5, another similar experiment
was performed with two more fishes. One fish was examined on thl· sixth clay after
the feeding. Six immature trem'ltodes were found. Ten days after infection the other
' fish was examined an<l another developing Genarchopsis was recovered. On Dec. 12,
three fishes were put in a ~lass contain.er together with the cercariae. They were
kept overnight with the cer~ariae. The next morning. two fishes died and were discarded. The remaining one was sacrificed ten days .after the iniection experiment.
Four worms were found in the stomach. Only one of them was sexuallv mature.
DISCUSSION
the first cystophorous cercaria described was Cercaria cystoplwra Wagener 1866.
discovered in ?tanorbis marginatus. This cercaria, according to Sinitsin (190f>) is the
larva of rlaJ.ipeg1~ ovoc(wdata (Vulpian, 1859). E.L. Miller (19:{6) listed fourteen other
species, some of which occur in marine hosts. Rothschild (1938) described Cercaria
sinitsini with its most e_!aboratc different appendages. The suctorial appendage in the
present species is probably identicnl with the appendage No. 1 of Ccrcarit, sinitsini.
This nopendage is known under different P.ames such as ''Arrow'•. ··Excretory
projection", ''Internal excretorr tubule'', ''Delivery tube" etc. of different authors,
in several allied forms of cercariac. As is shown in the development of this appendage, it has no connection whatever with the excretory system.
It is now quite evident that the group of cystophorous cercariae which have a
very long caudfll tubular portion is quite different from those cystophorous cercnriac.
which do not possess such a long tail. Several short-tailed ones were found to be the
larval st:1ges of Halipegidac Poche 192(-1. the life histories of which are now very well
known (Krull 19:15; Thonv1s 19:19). The long-t:1ilcd ccrcarinc nrobablv rcprc•;cnt n
more primitive nnd simple type of Hemiurid cercariac because some appendages such
as "Sultan's plume," "Ribbon of Sinitsin", ''Phrygian cap of Sinitsin." etc. are not
present. While lacking such attractive organs, the long tail itself in this group probably
serves as a lure for the arthropod or piscian hosts.
Several species of long-tailed cvstophorous ccrc~1riac were dcsc.:ribcd !iv nrcvious
authors. They nre Crrcaria synngic,t:tda Fr1ust. l~l22 (fro111 Jitlrwi1, ,urn///(/), Cer(ciria.
it£v1,ginata. Faust. 192-1 (from .\lrlatiia ca•icc/L,d11). and Crrwr11t cl'!lio.~lomat· l>ollfu'-; 1~1~:1
~from Callioslom1, con"lut,ic-:). Yokogawa and \i\/akcshimn clescribcd :i rystuphorous
cercaria, Ccrcaria type Vlll, from .\frfoniti libcrtina in Fornius·1. Although their
description is very brief, it undoubtedly is closely related to that of G·e,"-irclwp:.i:.
chinens.is.

e.c.
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The feeding experiments mentioned above prove that the cystophorous cercaria
from Pc1ludormts ( llcmimitm) la1t;;i an<l .\Jclcwia, .7urctia1u, represents the larval stage of
,;t•1uirchopsis c/ii,iensis. They. however, do not explain the normal infection of the
definitive host, since under natural conditions, Hemiurid trernato<les are known to
utilize copepocls or other animals as their second intermediate hosts. Lebour (192:-3,
1935) observed the larvae of 11 emiuru::; < 1111wmni~ in .·l cartia, c/aw,i, while Hunninen and
Cable (1941, 1943) in working on the life history of Lecithaster conjurns, reported the
larvae to develop also in .4. cartia sp, Some marine invertebrates like Sagitta bipw,ctata
hav~ also been observed to harbour larvae of /Jeroge1u~ varicus, It is most likely,
therefore, that a second intermediate host is required in the life cycle of &wanhops1s
c/1inrnsis. This problem remaiQ.s to be further investigated.
SUMMARY
1.

A new species of fish trematode, r;enarchopsis chfoeiisis is described.

2.

The life history of this trematode is in part elucidatJd.

3.

The definitive host is Uhitwgobius ginrinm Rutter (Gobiidae).

4.

The molluscan intermediate hosts are Paludomus (Hemimilra) tangi Chen and
M elam·a joretiana Heude.

5.

The larval stages, redia and cercaria, are described in detail.

6.

Experiments by feeding cercariae to Wiiuogobius giurim,s were carried out
with success.
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Tang: Genarchopsis chinensis
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GENERIC DIAGNOSIS OF THELETRUM LINTON, 1910
Elongate, cylindrical hemiurids, without ecsoma; body smooth or
with ventral papillae, without denticulations, posterior end broadly
rounded or truncate. Acetabulum anterior to midbody. Intestinal ceca
extending to posterior end of body. Genital pore near intestinal bifurcation. Sinus sac cylindrical or pyriform; seminal vesicle tubular, preacetabular; testes diagonal, separated from one another and from the ovary
by the uterus. Ovary posttesticular; seminal receptacle present; vitellaria
_ postovarialh.l in numb!!:_, 1_ side by side and ~~e median and posterior.
Eggs without filaments. Excretory pore ventral, excretory crura uniting
near oral sucker. Type species: T. fustiforme Linton, 1910.
This genus is to be classified in the subfamily Derogeninae.
T. lissosomum is very clearly distinct from T. fustiforme. Among the
differences are: sucker ratio 2 :3 rather than 1 :2, more anterior ovary,
smaller sinus sac, larger prostatic gland, less coiled and smaller seminal
vesicle.
Although the two species occur in different oceans, both occur in
angelfishes.
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ITemiuridae
Theletrum frontilatum sp. n.
(Figs. 14-15)Manter, 1969
HoSTs AND LOCALITIES: Siganus rivulati,s
(Forskal); Siganidae; type host; Moreton Bay,
Queensland, Australia; type locality. Siganits
sp.; New Caledonia.
LOCATION: Stomach.
NUMBER: Eight in Australian host; one in
New Caledonian host.
HOLOTYPE: USNM Helm. Coll. No. 63328.
DESCRIPTION ( measurements on 5 specimens): Length 2.489-5.719; width near acetabulum 0.627-1.653. Forebody wide, little
tapered, broadly rounded; hindbody tapering
to pointed posterior end. Preoral lobe well
developed. Oral sucker 0.301-0.502 wide;
acetabulum 0.536-0.874 wide; sucker ratio
1: 1.62-2. Forebody 0.855-1.995, about onethird body length; anterior part of forebody
with diagonal, almost transverse muscles on
each side of oral sucker to level of intestinal
bifurcation. Pharynx 0.107-0.147 long by
0.134-0.167 wide; esophagus about same
length as pharynx; ceca not far apart, not
quite reaching posterior end of body. Genital
pore median, about midway between suckers.
Testes ovoid, smooth, symmetrical ( or rarely
slightly diagonal), just posterior to acetabulum,
separated by uterine coils. Seminal vesicle free,
tubular, coiled, its posterior end reaching or
slightly overlapping acetabulum. Pars prostatica tubular, relatively wide but without
vesicular ceJls, surrounded by conspicuous
prostatic cells. Sinus sac (Fig. 15) subglobular,
slightly longer than wide, 0.096-0.208 long by
0.088-0.192 wide, with muscular wall; genital
sinus a straight tube; gland ceJls between sinus
and sinus sac; short genital atrium present.
Ovary median, not far posterior to testes,
globular, smooth. Vitellaria immediately postovarian; consisting of three lobes: an anterior
pair side by side and a single median, larger
posterior lobe; anterior lobes sometimes sublobed. Uterus much coiled posterior to ovary,
extending to near posterior end of body, few
coils between ovary and testes. Eggs usually
24-25 by 12-13 µ,; rarely down to about 20
by 11 µ,.
Excretory vesicle forking at anterior edge
of acetabulum; arms ending blindly at each
side of oral sucker.
The name frontilatum is from frons
fore
part, and latum
wide, and refers to the wide
forebody.
D1scussmN: Other species in the genus
Theletrum Linton, 1910 are: T. fustiforme
Linton, 1910; T. gravidum Manter, 1940; T.
lissosomum Manter, 1940; and T. magnasaccum

=

So andares and Sogandares, 1961. T. frontilat!m differs from all of these ~n bo~~tt)
( very broad fore body and tapering hID o y
and in location of testes close to th~ acetabu1
The crura of the excretory vesicle clearly
e:~· blindly opposite the oral sucker, whereh.s
they are described as u~iting ddors;l
t o~
bar x in both T. gravidum an
. issos
A restudy of specimens of both ~hesTe
.
· n of the crura t m
species confirms
t h e umo
1 st·
lissosomum. In T. gravidum, the crura a. ea.
meet dorsal to the pharynx but actual umon is
Thus this character seems to vary
'
•
f Theletrum
no t c1ear.
within the genus. All species o
h
assess a muscular knob-like structure at t _e
~xtreme anterior tip of the body although ~t
is not well indicated in descrip~ions. Td.. frontij
latum has in addition conspicuous iagona
muscles near the anterior end.
.
two
Of the four previously named species, h
are in the Caribbean region, two from t e
tropical American Pacific.
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THELETRUM FUSTIFORME Linton, 1910
Fig. 125

HosT: Pomacanthus aureus (Bloch), black angelfish; in 2 of 14 hosts examined.
LOCATION: Stomach.

Discussion: Linton collected this trematode from Pomacanthus arcuatus
(Linn.). Vigueras (1940) reported it from Cuba from P. arcuatus and P.
paru (Bloch). The P. arcuatus of Linton and Vigueras is probably the same
species which D. Longley decided was P. aureus.
A few points should be added to Linton's description. There is a circular,
muscular elevation forming a ring around the body at the posterior edge of
the acetabulum. It suggests the ventral fold of Opisthadena. The preoral lip
or lobe is well developed. There are conspicuous gland cells in the esophageal
region. In my specimens, the esophagus is about the same length as the
pharynx. The seminal vesicle is a long coiled tube, slightly overlapping the
acetabulum; the pars prostatica is rather short, its distal half surrounded by
a compact but conspicuous prostatic gland. The sinus sac is cylindrical, almost
straight, with thick walls, containing a few gland cells. The vitelline gland
is compact and consists of two lateral masses fused together so that it
sometimes appears, in side view, as a single mass.
Two other species, T. lissosomum Manter, 1940 and T. grayidum Manter,
1940, are known in the genus. T. fustiforme is distinct in its ventral papillae,
postacetabular ring, and its two, rather than three, vitelline lobes.

1

r
Theletrum Justiforme Linton, 1910

(FIGURE

122)

Hosts: *Acanthurus caeruleus, *Pomacantlzus arcuatus.
Site: intestine and stomach.
Locality: Guaniquilla, Parguera, P. R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39392.

7
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Theletrum gravidum, aem,~ Manter, 1940
(Plate 49, figs. 122, 123)

Host: A budefdu/ saxatilis (Linn.)
Location: Usually in the stomach, sometimes in the intestine
Localities: Socorro and Clarion islands, Mexico
Number: Collected from 4 hosts ; 2 to 5 specimens in each host
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF THELETRUM GRAVIDUM

Body smooth, cylindrical, rounded at each end, somewhat more tapering at anterior end, posterior end usually broadly rounded, 1.566 to 2.443
in length by 0.465 to 0.667 in greatest width. Forebody 0.405 to 0.547
or about ¼ to ¼ body length. Oral sucker subspherical, 0.150 to 0.202
in diameter. Acetabulum 0.262 to 0.375 in transverse diameter, slightly
longer than wide, slightly less than twice diameter of oral sucker, with
longitudinal aperture. Pharynx subspherical, 0.068 to 0.076 long by
0.066 to 0.082 wide; esophagus represented by a spherical ventral diverticulum; intestinal diverticulum nearer oral sucker; ceca wide, extending to near posterior end of body but not posterior to uterus. Genital pore
median, opposite esophagus. Testes rounded, diagonal, just anterior to
middle of hindbody, separated by and largely covered by uterus. Seminal
vesicle tubular, sharply bent once, not quite reaching acetabulum. Prostatic gland compact, subspherical, about same length as sinus sac. Short
prostatic vesicle just outside sinus sac. Sinus sac more or less cylindrical,
inconspicuous, opposite intestinal bifurcation. Ovary just posterior to
middle of hindbody, ovoid, transversely extended. Seminal receptacle
large, subspherical, partly anterior and partly dorsal to ovary. Three compact vitellaria as in other species of the genus; posterior vitellarium unlobed. Uterus voluminous with saclike coils too wide and irregular to be
traced, covering most organs and reaching to tips of ceca or beyond. Eggs
elongate, 24 to 29 by 10 to 12 µ,, usually about 25 by 10 µ,. Excretory pore
subterminal and ventral; branches of vesicle uniting dorsal to esophagus.
The name gravidum refers to the extensive development of the uterus.
Comparisons. This species is the third to be named in the genus. It
is more like T. lissosomum than like T. fustiforme. It differs from T.
lissosomum in smaller size, in extent of the uterus, in more compact prostate gland, in unlobed posterior vitellarium, in shape of the seminal vesicle, and in slightly smaller eggs.
T. liissosomum and T. gravidum are both from Socorro Island,
Mexico, while T. fusti/orme is from Florida. T. gravidum was not collected from the Galapagos Islands.
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Theletrum lissosomum,

n1111
(Plate 48, figs. 119-121)

f@lilli l"A,,,,TE f'.,"'fo

Host: Unidentified angelfish
Location: Stomach
Locality: Socorro Island, Mexico
Number : 7 from one fish, one from another
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF THELETRUM LISSOSOMUM

Body smooth, elongate, cylindrical, without ecsoma, with ventral
papillae. Length 2.916 to 3.699; greatest width 0.216 to 0.499. Forebody 0.607 to 0.712 (about ½ body length), tapering slightly to a
rounded end. Hindbody almost equally wide, posterior end bluntly
rounded, almost truncate. Oral sucker subspherical, 0.180 to 0.195 in
transverse diameter. Acetabulum 0.255 to 0.300 in transverse diameter,
somewhat longer than wide, with longitudinal aperture. Sucker ratio
approximately 2 :3. Pharynx 0.085 to 0.111 in length by 0.080 to 0.099
in width; esophagus short, with small ventrally directed esophageal diverticulum; intestinal bifurcation nearer oral sucker; ceca rather wide,
extending to extreme posterior end of body beyond uterine coils. Genital
pore median, varying from opposite middle of pharynx to opposite intestinal bifurcation. Testes globular, oblique, ventral to ceca, about halfway
between acetabulum and ovary, separated by uterus. Seminal vesicle
inconspicuous, tubular, sinuous; its posterior end near anterior edge of
acetabulum. Prostatic gland well developed; pars prostatica almost
straight, shorter than seminal vesicle, near intestinal bifurcation. Sinus
sac small, cylindrical to pyriform in shape;rts t1p can be projected as a
small genital papilla into a very shallow genital atrium ( fig. 120). Male
duct and uterus entering sac separately, uniting near middle of sac to
form the short, tubular genital sinus ( fig. 120).
Ovary transversely extended, more or less median, about in middle
of hindbody. Seminal receptacle chiefly anterior to ovary. Three compact
vitellaria immediately posterior to ovary; anterior pair side by side, connected by a narrow isthmus ; single, larger, bilobed posterior vitellarium
directly posterior to anterior pair and more or less median. Uterus coiling
backward some distance but not reaching posterior end of body; nearly
straight in region of acetabulum. Eggs thin shelled, elongate, 26 to 34 by
9 to 15 µ.. Excretory pore ventral, a short distance in front of posterior
end of body; branches of vesicle unite dorsal to oral sucker.
The name lissosomum is from lisso ( = smooth) and so mum ( =
body) and refers to the absence of the ventral papillae.
Discussion. The genus Theletrum was named by Linton in 1910 for
a single specimen of a trematode collected from the black angelfish,
Pomacanthus arcuatus, from Tortugas, Florida. A few specimens have
been collected there by the writer. The genus was named for the peculiar
cutaneous papillae posterior to the acetabulum. These are lacking in
v. lissosomum and are considered here as being a specific rather than a
generic character. T. lissosomum is fundamentally similar to T. fustiforme especially in the reproductive systems. Linton's description and
figure are incorrect in the so-called "cirrus sac," which is actually a typically hemiurid sinus sac. The 3 vitellaria and their arrangement are
probably prime generic characters, although in my Florida material these
vitellaria are sometimes so crowded together as to appear like one.
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long by 0.10 at widest portion. Testes equatorial. oblique; sinistral testis anteriormost,
I ' 7 distance from acetabulum to posterior
end of body, oval in shape, about 0.14 long
by 0. I 9 wide: <lexrral testis posreriormost,
.tbour I 3 disrance from acerabulum to posterior end of body, roundish in shape, about
0.15 long by 0.17 wide. Seminal vesicle inrercecal, about I _7, distance from acetabulum
ro anterior end of body, bipartite; connecting with a short prosraric vesicle which is
surrounded by prosrate cells and is about
I 2 length of the sinus sac with which it
connects ( fig . 1> I ) . Ovary slightly less than
I 2 distance from acetabulum to posterior
end of body, oblong in shape, abour O 12
long by 0. J 7, wide. Seminal receptacle con<;picuous between posterior testis and dorul
,1spen of ovary, spherical and Jarger than
ovary. Virellaria of two compact lobe~ 1 fip.
28, 29 I, anterior virellarium bilobed. poarcrior vit<:llarium unlobed; immediately posrerrnr co and in Cflnract with ovary. llrerus
wirh large s;ic-like coils which are diff1rult
ro crace, mainly inrc:rcecal, descendin~ from
ovarian complex to fill most of posrnvarian
area. ascending to cover partially the vitellaria, seminal receptacle. ovary, and testes,
inrruding berween flvary and posterior testis
.,nd forercsris. rhe sac-like coils disappearing
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"The seminal vesicle is a long coiled rube,
llightly overlapping the acetabulum; the pars
prostatica is rather short, its distal half surrounded by a compact but conspicuous proscatic gland. The sinus sac is cylindrical,
almost straight, with thick walls, containin~
a few gland cells." Our study of the terminal
lfflitalia of T. magna1accum lends allied
•ppon to Manter's ( 1947) observations
ad redescription of the terminal genitalia
., T. f1utiforme. The "prostate gland" demil,ed by Manter is doubtless a prostatic
waicle surrounded by prostate cells. There
• three species in Theletrum, T. fu1tiforme
Maron, 1910 ( type species), T. liuo1omum
llanter, 1940 and T. gravidum Manter, 1940.
T. t1Ugna1accum resembles T. gravfdum and
T. issosomum but differs by possessing a
--.,icuous hermaphroditic sac, two viteltine lobes, a bipartite seminal vesicle, and
other small differences which are at present
difficult to evaluate due to the present
imrtage of material. T. magna1accum difMI from T. fu1tiforme by lackin~ the postacetabular ventral folds and papillae as deKribed by Manter ( 1947), in genital pore
position and by possessing a bipartite seminal vesicle which does not overlap the
acetabulum.
T. magna1accum is closely related with T.
gravidum, /com the same host penus ( Adudefduf) in the Pacific, and probably repre~nts its geminate species in the Atlantic.
The vitelline lobes of T. magna1accum
initially resembled those of AponuruJ whenviewed laterally. Careful focussing with the
microscope showed that the mass is comp<>Rd of two follicles ( fig. 28), the anteriormost is apparently bilobed. Figure 29 shows
an optical reconstruction as the vitelline
lobes would presumably appear in frontal
view.
One striking feature about T. magna1accum is the size and shape of the eggs. Figure 30 shows three different types of eggs,
from the same portion of the uterus, which
we observed. Care was taken to assure that
these eggs were not tilted. uc.uing an illusion of shortness. The n1.1jnrity of the
uterine eggs were of the narrow, elong,1rc.
sausage-shaped type.
The name maf!.11art1, 01111 i:- f()r rhc brgc
sinus sac ( maf!,11,1 - large) ( r ,1lc11111
s,H.: l .
Mamer's and Prirchard "s ( I1)(1()) Vil'\\"'
regarding the higher caregortcs of rhc
Hemiuridae have been foll<\\\t:d in pl.icing
Theletmm in rhe Lccitha•;rcnn.1t·
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Theletrum pomacentri ~ NR HMA s -; C-,;1a1.E,
Figure 51
Host: Pomacentrus le11,costic1ts (J).
Site: stomach.
Holotype: U.S.N.M. 60292.
Description based on a single specimen.
Body non-appendiculate, tapering posteriorly, 1.54 long, 0.500 in maximum width at
level of acetabulum; forebody 0.413 long,
hindbody 0.865. Oral sucker 0.099 long,
0.105 wide; ventral sucker 0.262 long, 0.240
wide, with longitudinal aperture; sucker
ratio 1: 2.43. Prepharynx absent; pharynx
spherical, 0.054 in diameter; esophagus
short; ceca extending to near posterior end
of body. Testes smooth, diagonal, 0.0750.090 in diameter; seminal vesicle coiled,
tubular, mostly preacetabular; prostate vesicle reniform, surrounded by poorly-developed
prostate cells. Ovary bilobed, 0.060 long,
0.13 5 wide, posterior to, and separated from
testes by coils of uterus; Mehlis' gland not
evident; uterus voluminous, not reaching
ends of ceca; mecraterm simple, ventral to
seminal vesicle, joining very short proscatic
duct at base of sinus sac. Hermaphroditic
duce widest anteriorly; sinus sac subglobular,
0.060 by 0.075. Genital pore midventral,
posterior to intestinal bifurcation. Eggs numerous, 27-30 by 10-12 I-"· Vicellaria immediately postovarian; in 3 compact masses
with 2 anterior ones possibly connected by
an isthmus; posterior mass slightly indented.
Excretory system not observed.
T heletrum pomacentri differs from all
the ocher species in the genus in having a
bilobed ovary. It further differs from T.
fustiforme Linton, 1910, in lacking the postacetabular fold and in having 3 rather than
2 vitelline masses; from T. gravidum Manter, 1940, in sucker ratio and shape and
extent of seminal vesicle; from T. lissosomum Manter, 1940, in sucker ratio; and
from T. magnasaccum Sogandares-Bernal
and Sogandares, 1961, in shape and extent
of the seminal vesicle, shape of the sinus sac
and in the position of the genital pore.
The type specimen was damaged after it
was studied and drawn.
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Thometrema g. n.

Halipeginae. Tremat6deos grandes, com cutkula lisa. Extremidade anterior mais afilada que a posterior. Ventosa oral subterminal. Acetabulo levemente pre-equatorial. Faringe e esofago globosos. Cecos intestinais longos e
estendendo-se ate a extremidade posterior do corpo; sao sinuosos, apresentando
dilata<;oes caracterfsticas ao nfvel de sua uniao com o esofago. Poro genital
situado logo atras da faringe. Atrio genital muito longo apresentando sua regiao
terminal globosa, sendo que as vezes a base pode estar dilatada. Cirro e balsa
do cirro ausentes. Vesicula seminal apresentando a forma de C as vezes hem
aberto, outras vezes bem enrolado, com um ducto ejaculador envolvido por um
conj unto bastante grande de glandulas prostaticas soltas no parenquima. Tes•:fculos pos-equatoriais, pre-ovarianos, de contorno circular, as vezes elipticos,
levemente obliquos, as vezes em zonas contiguas, as vezes sem obliquidade, porem, geralmente com partes na mesma zona. Ovario situado na extremidade
posterior do corpo, intercecal, alongado no sentido transversal. Glandula de
Mehlis presente. -Otero totalmente pre-ovariano, com al<;as bastante finas, sendo
que as vezes os ovos estao em fila l'.mica; sempre com al<;as intercecais, as vezes
uma ou outra passa por cima dos cecos. Vitelinos bastante ramificados com
8 a 10 ramifica<;oes em forma de um bra<;o com mao fechada, situados bem na
extremidade posterior do corpo, intercecais. Ovos eli pticos com filamento bastante longo. Vesicula excretora em forma de Y, muito longa, com o ramo impar
largo e ramos pares inconspicuos. Poro excretor terminal. Parasitos de peixes.
Especie tipo e l'.mica - Thometrema portoalegrensis sp.n.

DISCUSSAO

Thometrema g. n. <lever,\. ser incluido na suhfamilia Halipc __ inac Ejsmom.
1931, a qual possui 4 outros generus que sao Halipegus LJoss, lh~'• ·e,iarc hrl/a
Travassos, Artigas & Pereira, 1928, Gcnoracclla Manter, 1~40 e 1n. ·,.,·ogpu:.\
Srivastava, 1941.
Diferendc1-se do primeiro pela situc1c;:io do poro genital. pelu men,
mero de al,;as uterinas, pela maior e mais caracteristica ramificat.io dos \J.
os. Diferencia-se do segundo, tambem pela ramifica<;ao dos vitelinos c pel.,
resenp de um grande conjunto de glan<lulas prostaticas envol\'C'ndo o ducto
ejaculador. Diferencia-se do terc.eiro pda lornliza,;,io dos tei..tirnlu quc em Thoetrema g. n. sao mais equatoriais, pelo tamanho e ramifica\ot dos vitclinos.
Afasta-se do quarto genero lndoderogent•r; Srivasta,a, 191 I, pcl * con(igura~ao
uterina, pe]a localiza'iao do acetabulo, igualmcmc pela ran i ca1,,ao do vitelinos
e pelo comp · ento dos cecos intestinais.
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Hemi uri dae
Thometrema portoalegrensis sp;::a,. Arno..t. o, \ C\ lo i
Trematodeos grandes, com cuticula lisa; medem 12,870 a 4,098 mm de
comprimento por 3,696 a 2,310 mm de largura. Extremidade anterior rnais fina
que a posterior. Ventosa oral subterminal, com 0,546 a 0,364 mm de comprimento por 0,588 a 0,420 mm de largura. Acetabulo levemente pre-equatorial
com 1,190 a 0,714 mm de comprimento por 1,232 a 0,714 mm de largura. Faringe
globosa com 0,350 a 0,224 mm de comprimento por 0,308 a 0,210 mm de largura.
Esofago tam bem globoso, sem bifurca~ao na maioria dos exem pl ares. Cecos
inte3tinais longos chegando ate a extremidade posterior do corpo, com sinuosidades espa~adas e pregueadas, estando as vezes bastante estreitos e outras vezes
bastante largos. Poro genital situado logo atras da faringe. Atrio genital (ducto
hermafrodita) bastante longo, com 1,890 a 1,050 mm de comprimento, apresentando sua regiao terminal globosa medindo 0,350 a 0,210 mm de comprimento
por 0,350 a 0,196 mm de largura. Cirro e bolsa do cirro ausentes. Vesicula
seminal presente com forma de C ou de vfrgula, as vezes mais enrolada, as
vezc,; menos enrolada medindo 2,030 a 1,330 mm de comprimento e atingindo
o a.trio genital atraves de um canal ejaculador que mede de 1,296 a 0,784 mm
de comprimento, o qual se encontra envolvido por um grande conjunto de
glandulas prostaticas livres no parenquima sendo que o conjunto mede de
1,260 a 0,840 mm de comprimento por 0,980 a 0,644 mm de largura. Testfculos
pos-equatoriais, de contorno circular ou elfptico, sempre liso, levemente obHquas, estando, no entanto, algumas vezes, localizados em zonas diferentes,
contiguas, as vezes totalmente na mesma zona, porem, geralmente apenas com
partes na mesma zona. Um deles sempre localizado no campo ovariano e
medindo 0,672 a 0,320 mm de comprimento por 0,910 a 0,392 mm de largura;
o outro medindo 0,546 a 0,420 mm por 0,812 a 0,406 mm. Ovario localizado
na extremidade posterior do corpo, intercecal geralmente alongado no sentido
".1t1
iJ
1e,li1 dn 11 ;ti' .1
1 '.__111311 11 de (<)11 p1 Ir 1 ,, i"" 11 :,-11,
11,l ·, I 1,.
·le. 'n~m.1. t·ruo co111 dc;as 1,a:.tanLes fina-; e prcm:uian.is muita-, deb ('>111
• 1, .1,1'1 u
; {iietr:i cir 1vos. na s11a m.1ioria coloc1das atr.i.s do an·1.tlwlo; apt l'·
t·111
'· 1 11·11 e-,i,~
1.11u1to t,u a< red,tico ao n,vel das pt imeir.is , o I.
t 111t10 1 1 ,,,, 1 espe1111.1t<:ta. pois ai ~e acum11l:nn g1;mdc 11 t'11n en> d e t·~pe1111.1°
l i/111&1,
( h I
pequu10s, com fil,lmen to b,1 'i ta111c longo. rn c-dindo 11 .0:ifi 1 0.fl 1'..!
m1.
, <>HIJ I ncmo por 0,014 mm de lirgurn co fil.rn1e11 tn rnedi 11 d,i ll,11;; 1HJ11
(, u J!'1 i1m1110. Cl:n1dula de \kh iis 111 <.:!><:' II LL· medimlo de o,:l~'~ .1 ll. I Ill 1 1:•
de un11p11n1 1 to pot n.~10 ;i 0,1~6 m m de larg ura. Vi tdi 11os ~it111 d o ,; 111 c 11epo t 1or do corpo, i11tern:cah, ra mi firndos, a p te!-il'llland,> d e S I I()
1.111. fi1.ir,·1 s 1 11 fo11111 Jc um bra<;o , nm a m;i.0 frd 1ada: d «'.:11•, p artt>111 do1o.;
111itl Hh

11'1 ~ Jnd1H to .
u
!, ·po i, , ~ 11e111 f irn .1n<lu um 1'111 i 1 ,, , i11• l11d11< l<i.
Vesicula excretora longa, em forma de Y, com o ramo impar muito largo e os
ramos pares inconspfcuos. Poro excretor terminal.
Hol6tipo depositado na Cole~ao Helmintologica da Pontificia Universidade
Cat6lica do Rio Grande do Sul sob o n. 0 29 b. Pardtipos depositados na Col.
Helm. da P.U.C.R.G.S. sob os numeros 29 a, 29 c, 29 d, 29 e, 29 f, 29 g, 29 h,
29 i, e na Cole~ao do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz wb o n. 0 30.375 a-b.
Hospedeiro - Plecostomus commersoni (Cuv. & Val.) .
Habitat - Estomago.
Proveniencia - Rio Guaiba, Porto Alegre, Estado do Rio Grande do Sul,
Brasil.
No Quadro I apresentamos as principais medidas, todas em milimetros, de
9 exem pl ares.

pt 1,i•1

QUADRO I
Thometrema portoalegrensis sp. n.
(medidas em milimetros)
Es~ime
Col. Helm, P.r.C.R.G.S. n. 0

Largura .. ....

...
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·{
. ..
····· {
. . .. ... ...... .. {
. ...
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.
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X
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0,280
X
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0,2(JG
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X
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X
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X
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X
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X
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X
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1,050
X
1,120

X

1:2,3
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..
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X
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X
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X
0,700
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0,320
X
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0,532
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0,532
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X
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0,434

0,406

0,420
X
0,616

0,448
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X
0,154
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X
0,252
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X
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0,154
X
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X
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X
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X
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X
0,014
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X
0,014
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X
0,014

0,014
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X

X

--- ---

X

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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X
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X

X
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X
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--0,868
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X

--- ---
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- - - ~-- - - 0,574
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X
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-- - - - - - - - - -1:2,0
1:2,1
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1:2,2
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0,518

Ovos . . . .. .. . . .

0,280
X
0,238

0,402
X
0,532

total .. ... . ....

G!Andnla de Mehlis . . . . . .. .

0,420
X
0,434

0,420
X
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A.trio genital -

Ovario ... . .......

0,392
X
0,420

0,420
X
0,546

1:2,3

Testiculo do !ado oposto . .. ..... . .
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X
0,490

29 f

1,554
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0,434

29 e

1:2,5
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29 d

1,610

.. .

20 h

C

1:2,1

Ducto ejaculador . · ······ ·
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·{

29

Parat.
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8,841
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t0,971
-- --- --- --- - - - - - - - - - - - -2,376
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3,3(\6
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--- ---

· ··· · ·· ·· · · · · ····• ·

.. .

Pa.rl\t.

Parat.

29 a
12,870

Ventosa oral ... · ··· ·· ··
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.. . ... .

C omprimento .. ······

Parat.

Parat.

Tipo

Pa.nit.

X

0,014

X

0,392
X

0,546
X
0,588

--- --- --- --0,280

X
0,434

-- - - - - - - - - -0,210

- - - --0,056

X
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"· o ann de 1967 , d~irante
trahalho~rriculares de iniciai;-ao a pesquis:1
qnr ~ao de,cn\'olvidos na Cadeira de Zoologia I desta :Faculclade, um grupo
de academicos, quando autopsiava urn peixe cascudo Plerostomus commcrvi 111
r .., ~- V.il.). localizou intercssantrs trematt>deos parasitando o estoma~u d11
1 j, ,, , ,
1,, 1 in Cuaiba, Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul.

.P na primeira autopsia [oram encontrados em grande m'.unero, sendo q11e
poste1 iormente ,·oltaram a ser encontrados em grande m'1mero pelos rnesmos
acaLlLmirns c pelo autor, que realizou ,1 aut6psias, todas positi, as para o reft-rido trematf>deo. Foram retirados formando um lote de 117 exemplares, os
quai-; em parte foram comprimi<los e em parte foram conservados em formnl
acetico sem corn pressao. Do matc1 ial comprimido e coraclo com carmim dot£.
drirn alw6liw. segnnclo Langeron, escolhemos 9 cxempla1·es, sobre os quai,;
hascawos nossa <lcsui-;;ao.

Hem1ur1dae

Trifoliovariinae

R

gyl;ifa.m.

Y11m1HivTI~

/'I.SF

uhfamily diagnosis. - Ifrmiuric.lat>: Body long, slender, smooth. Ceca
terminating at postt•nor Pxtremity. Acetabulum rather small, near
anterior extremity. Testes wide apart from each other as wel] as from
acetabulum, in antt>rior half of body Seminal vesicle postacetabular.
Pars prostatica well diffnentiatt-d. Ductus ht>rmaphroditicus enclosed
in memhranous sheath-like pouch. Ovary distinctly lobed, near postnior
PXtremity. Rect>ptaculum Sf'minis and Laurer's canal present. Vitellaria
consisting of seven dongak lubes, ventral anrl posterior to ovary.
l'terus not extending back of ovary. Excretory anns uniting anteriorly.

Hem1ur1dae

Trifoliovariuna Yamaguti, 1940
Generic diagnosis. Hemiuridae, Trifoliovariinae: Body long,
slender, smooth. Oral sucker terminal, funnf>l- or cup-shaped, directly
fullowed by relatively large barrel-shaped pharynx. Ceca terminating at
posterior extremity. Acetabulum prominent, rather small as compared
with oral sucker, near anterior extremity. Testes obliquely tandem in
anterior half of body far back of acetabulum. Vesicula seminaliselongate,
posterior or posterodorsal to acetabulum. Pars prostatica narrow. Ductus
hermaphrocliticus enclosed in membranous sheath-like poach. Genital
pore on a level with pharynx or esophagus. Ovary trilobate, in poaterior
third of body. Receptaculum seminis and Laurer's canal present. Vitellaria divided into seven elongate lobes extending ventral and posterior to
ovary. Uterus not extending back of ovarian complex. Eggs embryonated.
Excretory arms uniting dorsal to oral sucker. Intestinal parasites of
marine fishes.
Genotype: T. acanthocepolat Yamaguti, HMO (Pl. 22, Fig. 279), in
Ac,1nthocepola limbata; Maisaka, Japan.

Hem1ur1dae

Tri(oiiuw ri um

~

GENBIUC DIAGNOSIS. Hrm111ridat> Luh,,, H.110.
Bod} long and rather sJ,,nd1 r, un:irmr·,1
OnJ tucker terminal, hmr, cl shaped. No preph.aryn'\. l'ha1 vnx •1<ll dcv(•lop,•cl, n,n1ig11ou<; tn 1>1al

'WUC'kf'r. Eaophagus short. Crc-a t erminating n•:ar J>t1st,·1 wr <-.·trcmit\.

~ - T ~ obliquely tandt'm, hcll~t·en

A,·etahulum

Ol!,1r

111-.il

aretahulurn 111,d O\'aria.1 compJ.,x. V,,,i,•ulu ..,,.111i11;1lis
onga'4!, posterior or posterodorsal to a1:Plal,ulum. P<1rs pr0.~taLiC'<1 , yl in<lrical, ~un ,mnd,.d
h!, prostate cells throughout its length. Duct11. lwrin1ph1od1tiL11, in dir<•d umti11u,1t1011 ,,f
metratenn, enclosed in a membranous ~hc·ath-likt· po11 ·h, rer't!t\'ing ,·cry short ductu,- £•;ac11l.t1,Jrtus
"a tittle in front of its posterior end, openi111-; outside• at J,..\ Pl of pliarym. 01· l'M•,,hwu . ( >i·,,1)
three-lobed, in posterior third of body, dor~nl '.O v1tdl111,• gland. H,•,.•plac u lum ~,•m1111~ Iar,.:,,
aaterodorsal to ovary. Laurcr's canal nrisin~ from 1 u ept" ulqm :wmiuis and <Jpf•11111g rfors:,11}.
Vitellaria divided into seven elongate loht"', niostl" ,·-stt-111!111g lo1cgit11J1milly b,..t\\f'(•n O\/•rv ami
ventral body wall. Uterus windii:g between 1ecq1tMulum ~emini& und n<:l'labulum a11,l n,,1 ,.
t~nding further back of ovarian complex. Mcl'·nterm wr•II dilferentint< d J:,;gs c>llip~11idal, li~ht
embryonatcd. Excretory Y<"sirle tuhular, d1, idc:<l behind ac1•t-\bu1um i1,L11 tw,, a rm,- 1m1t,ng
dor..al lo oral sucker. Parasitic in maruie fo-hes.

......,,n,

Genotyp,e. Trifolim,arium (U·anthocepoloc•.

Hem1ur1dae

54.

Trifnliovarium acanthoc<'polae

H,

R

r11
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'/AIHA~tJT/1

I'll/I)

'Jcti?,,

Habitat Small intestine of Acanthocepola limbnta (Cuv. et V a l e n < ' ) ~ ~
Locality and date. Maisaka, Sizuoka Prefecture ; Octolm· 24, 19:16.
Type and paratypes in Yamaguti Helminthological Collectjon.
Body nearly cyJindrical, with truncate anterior and more or les~ pointed
p
posterior extremity, 5.8-7.9 x 0.34r---0. 16 mm. Cuticle smooth. Subcuticular
musculature poorly developed. Oral sucker terminal, funnel-shaped, 0.2-0.28 x
0.21-0.36 mm, with its anterior margin attenuated and divided into two lobes,
i(
t:lw ven ral is hroad,,r and ,uhcl I irted , to t • • I
c>dian m ·i 1un, .vhile thr> dor·Jl i:, more pron inPn ctnd ,, ;•.
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dorsal ~llr ·:w-. fermin:ll1 Hextremitv.
t th
f1
are stn1ngly con."tri,·rell

1

1 ...

with w ak nuter c.rcu)11
inner longitt1d1'11l lllll<i ·les r nt11
to po ·tenor end of e~oph:vu . A 1 ,
bulum
J->1'' 11,inm.t,
l."5- ' . , l• > •
0JJ25 mm, , •ith its n~n. 1 •r L iut. 0 !I ,1
behind antetior e.xtremi.t 111 the
1 ••
Tec;te· roundrd. e t1rr. ,, 1X n :11
O.Jf1-0.3 mm, situat,·d
t:ntr;d'y (1n
obliquelv behind the othc·r ~t Jbf1Ut
second tju.irter of ho<ly, --epardkd fr, m
each other J-y a distance of 0 l-0.S5mm.
the anterior usual!)' on lhe lt'ft am
little smaU,,r, imme<liuir::ly or some
distance behind vesicula seminalis.
LattE-r elong,ue, thiMvdlled, 0.2:i 0.1 i<
0.09-0.13 mm, situated longitudinally
behind acei.abulum which it ma\' or ma.·
not overlap at its anterior l·nd, conn"ct•
ed w1th pars prostatica by a hort
narrow, somewhat muscular duct. P· rs
prostatica cylindrcal, 15 30 !' Wld<', up
to 0.38 mm long, ·urrounded by pr(l late
cells throughout its l1•ngt , t:ontir ed
into nat·rov ·er, somewhat mu t ul. r rJ 11 It'
ej 1culatorius m ·:isuring J ' 11 long l v ti_,,
wide m thP tvpe and opt nin~ 1 t 1 th
ductus hermr:iphrodihc 1s a lit t I i I L r,
of its po::.t ~fo · f'•1d. l , J

phrocliticus l.23-o.::; mm (, 1 T,
though somewhat swo11en posteriorly, in direct c ntinuat nn of n Pt
enclosed in a thin membranous sheath, opening v •nt nll ' · t le, e
or C'$ophagus.

n' 1 t

RS

T

Fig. -ti. Trifolim,ariu.m acan.l~polae n.
sp., distorted.

Ovary divided into three rounded lohes U.1 0.19 mm in diamPtt·r.

'-llu Jlt•(l

in median line between receptaculum semini~ and v1telline ~land nt about
iddle of posterior third of boo.\: Hecepta..-,dum sf"minis rl'tort--..hapul. 0. IJ· ·

0.225 mm in diameter,
ef vitellarra or a little

anterodor. •d to o\at~, n•a..-hing to m·m <1nterior 1!nd
more antHim ly. Lauru's ean.11 .1risin~ fron <lor... al
!Ide of receptaculum ~mini near its ant£'rior <'nd. dilatcJ at ,1hout mirldle,
....... en middor.sal urface a little in front of rPct•pt ..,rulum s. rn,ni . V1tel,Ma t.0-1.5 mm Ion~, ventral, cnn isling of . en,n. elnng-ate, di,tally wollen
lol,ei: similal' in shape and arrunRemcnt to t hi ,st· uf /.,ccithastr>r. Utc•r11.., wintlfttm1 side lo side in •pntral part <if body he l\\'1' C11 rercptaeulurn S<.'minis

acetabulum leaving two testc.' fret>. ~1ctr.1trr111 ii . I ll.27 mm Ion~~ liy 15p wide, constricted at it-. junction with utr>rus proper ,mrl s111Tounck•rl hl're
by a mass of gland-like rel!!>, provided with ,1 :-.pliindt>r-lil«' muscular thil'kening
• its markedly attenuated di~tal end. Egg-· c-llip<-oidal. light brown. Pml>ryo......._ 32-39 x 17-20 p. in lifr.
Exeretory vesic1e tubular, dorsal to ova1y, rPt·eplaculurn sPminis and 11teru:-.,
M>nning an elongate S-shaped cur-w· hetwNJn t wn testes, di\'ided immrdiatdy
Wrind acetabulum into two hiterd! arms unilm•r dnrscd to oral suck<'l·. Excretory pore terminal. The usce11dinf! mai11 <•otlectin~ H•ssel oppn:; into each
lateral arm on its medial side dor::;ulaleral tl, llw oral surker.
The present new genus resembles /,ec1tlw.~ll!r Liihe in the ch.1ractt•rs of
!the ovary, vitellaria, receptaculum seminis and terminal genital i, , Lut cl1fft=>rs
distinctly in the shape of the liody, the po-.;ition of the ti •stes, lhc post, ·rior
•ent of the uterus and lhe union 0f the t·xcrel,,ry arms. On the other h,,nd
lit bears a certain resemblance to ~om e of the othe1· mPmlwrs of the fomilv
Hemiuridae, so that it can safely bP inclu,lt·d in 1 his family:
·

Hemiur idae

UNILACINIA Manter, 1969

~ene~ic diagnosis of the genus Unilacinia - Hemiuridae. Lecithasterinae. Body elongate
su~cyhndncal, ~symm~trical, with unilateral flap in acetabular region. Caeca uniting near pos•~nor end. Seminal ves1c!e saccular; ~ars pr~statica and tubular prostatic vesicle postacetabular;
eJaculatory duct lo_ng; s1~us sac ovoid; genital pore near acetabulum. Ovary compact; seminal
r~ceptacle_ large; v1tellana ?f_ 7 short digitiform lobes. Excretory n:sicle Y-shaped with Jong,
l 11 parlltc stem, anJ anus un1t111g dorsal to pharynx. In aca11thurid fishes Type species· u .

mclriu1..

.

.

. asym-

Discussion - The body flap or fold opposite the acetabulum relates this
genus to Quadrifoliovarium Yamaguti, 1965, and to Bilacinia (named above),
both of which also are parasites of Naso. It differs from both genera in its
asymmetry, united caeca, saccular seminal vesicle, and shape of vitelline
lobes. It differs from Quadrifoliovatum also in its compact ovary.
Except for the body flaps, these genera have the general characters of
such genera as Hysterolecitha Linton, 1910; Thcletrum Linton, 1910; and
Trzjoliovarium Yamaguti, 1940. Therefore, I feel the subfamilies Quadrifoliovariinae Yam., 1965, and Trifoliovariinae Yam., 1958, are not justified.
These genera, with Bilacinia and Unilacinia, are referred to the subfamily
Lecithasterinae.

He mi ur idae

Unilacirtia asynunetrica n geH.; n.Sf~(Fig. 9-12)

M/fl,vr~~,1

lf6f

Hos/ - N11.so unnulatus (Quoy & Gaimard); Acanthuridae; unicorn fish. Lowlily _ Heron
lslan~, Queensland, Australia. Habitat - stomach. Number _ numerous in both of 2 hosts
examined. llolotype a11d paralype - USNM Helminth. Coll. No. 71221, 71222.
llt::,1nplt<i11 (based on 33 specimens with rneasurrn1enb 011 8) 13ody smooth, about
uniformly wide but tapering at each end; length 1,900- 2,6-l l; greatest width (at acet,tbular
lc,el } 1<>1 - 188; specimen 1,1-lU long without eggs. Long, rather narrow I.Jut com,picuous, muscular fuld or flap at acetabular level on one side only, either right or left, but more often left,
starting- anterior to acetabulum then becoming bilobed; one lohe bluntly pointed opposite n11ddle
uf acetabulum: posterior lobe rounded, extending short distance posterior to acetabulum.
( >ral !'-uckcr lu I 1/-i,S: ,, ide: acetahulum 395--1-42 wide. Sucker ratio I :2 Ii to 2 . 53. Forcbody
-t<,.! 5<,'> or about ! lntal body length. l'harynx 80 1>0 long ,'( 102 112 wide; short oesophagus
I,rc_e n t. ( arc.1 nut \\ idcly di,·crgent, uniting- a shurt distance f rorn µusteriur end of body .
Cenit..11 pore median, conspicuous, thick-lipped, a little anterior to acetabulum . Testes
Hll<;oth, wider than long, ju~t anterior tu middle of hindbody, contiguous. ~eminal vesicle saccular,
nut cli, ided; partly anterior and partly dorsal to anterior testis. l'ars prostatica almost straight
or slighrly sinuous. o,·erlapping seminal vesicle: tapering to form short tuuular prostatic vesicle;
ejaculatory duct dorsal to ace.abulum. Sinus sac (Fig. 12) broadly ovoid, 141 - li8 long X 96-134
wide, extending posteriorly to anterior edge of acetabulum, containing rather wide genital sinus
with folded walls, and gland cells. Short genital atrium present.
Ovary compact, wider than long, immediately post-testicular. Vitellaria consisting of
, short digitiform lobes, partly ventral and partly posterior to ovary. Seminal receptacle large,
immediately preovarian, overlapping side of posterior testis. Uterine coils rather narrow, not
reaching posterior end of body by short distance, usually not extending posterior to caecal union;
preO\·arian coils of uterus narrow. Eggs 27-37 X 14-19.
E'\cretory vesicle Y-shaped; arms uniting dorsal to pharynx; posterior part of stem (to
.tl1u11t le,·cl of caecal union) cellular, becoming thin-walled and sinuous with short bulges (Fig.
IU); deeply constricted at point of bifurcation (I· ig. 11); bifurcating midway between seminal
, csicle and acetabulum: becoming bulbous in forebody; thin-walled portion of stem often invisible.
The name Uni/acinia is from u11i (=one) and /a(i11ia (=flap), referring to the unilateral
11.q, on the body. The name asymmelrica refers to the conspicuous asymmetry of the body.
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